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South Africa is one of the Third World countries which are mainly characterised by
underdevelopment in almost all aspects oflife. This would include social, economic and to certain
extent, physical aspects. Their rural areas are in a critical condition as compared to their urban
areas. The major problem with such areas is that the rural poor (tribal areas inclusive), cannot
contribute significantly to their own development. This is mainly due to inherent inequalities in
the benefits ofeconomic development, and technological advancement which operates under the
umbrella of capitalism.
Rural housing development is a deliberate intervention programme that should be designed in
such a way that the people themselves are gradually drawn into the mainstream ofdevelopment
action. It would mean that any governmental assistance to communities should at the time be a
learning process for the beneficiaries. Such actions would act as attempts to alleviate the poor
conditions in the rural areas, and then empower people in realising their potential and restoring
human dignity.
This dissertation is a critical overview of the formulation of a rural housing policy. The study
looks mainly at the housing condition in the tribal areas, with special focus to housing problems
in these areas. A special reference was made to Oshwashweni (Empangeni) in KwaZulu/Natal.
The area was chosen because of the rural communities that are still living according to the
traditional style ofthe Zulus. Furthermore, their housing situation is dominated by traditional style.
The study revealed that rural housing development is hindered by administrative, social and even
technical constraints. Thus, a need for a well-structured housing development was confirmed.
Policy formulation has been regarded as the structured and secure instrument for bringing
development within the tribal rural areas, and the rural areas as such. On the basis ofoutcomes
of the study, some recommendations have been offered towards guidelines for formulating a
policy.
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This introductory chapter will consist of an outline to the topic which will be the focus
for this study, as it is explored through a literature review. The mam focus will be on
addressing the identified problem, and thereafter, the need for a policy. The direction that is
bound to be considered in the policy is one that will specifically address the needs ofthe rural
communities, under tribal leadership. Thereafter, a conceptual framework will be given to
clarifY the major concepts forming the features ofrural areas. The methodology will also form
part ofthis chapter, showing steps to be implemented in undertaking the whole study.
1.2. THE AIM
The most common objective among people who are involved m working with the
communities is development, and it is defmed at different levels or categories. What has
raised concern to the author is the way development has been addressed mainly in relation
to geographical differences. This simply refers to the differences between the urban and the
rural areas. As development entails a variety of categories, for this research, the focus IS
specifically on housing as part of the development process within rural communities.
Formal housing development does not operate on its own; it is a driven process. The
driving force in this case could be an independent organization or a governmental
organization. In this case, a special focus is on the involvement of the government in
housing the nation since this has been a major political promise and focus of the government.
According to Rubenstein, Otten and Dolny in Rubenstein and Rust (1996), about 73 % of the
rural population is living in absolute poverty, as opposed to 21 % in the urban areas. "Despite
this rather alarming picture, housing remains the single biggest investment that rural families
undertake in their lifetirne"( p.249 ).If there is a growing concern to meet the needs of rural
communities then large scale state assistance is essential. This is necessary because poor people
in rural areas struggle to have a residual amount to invest in housing. The present concern is to
meet the needs of the rural communities; a large scale state assistance is required. The reason
lies with the fact that many people in rural areas struggle to have residual income to invest in
housing.
There can be little doubt from an examination of delivery records that the Housing Department
focuses on urban housing needs at the expense of rural areas. The aim of this research is to
address this shortcoming.
1.3. A CASE STUDY ON RURAL POLICY DEVELOPMENT
A recent similar case study can be drawn from Britain where surveyors and planners came
together to work on developing a policy for rural affairs. This holistic intervention included
the reform ofa common Agricultural Policy, the use of Village Design Statements, Transport,
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Housing and the integration of rural strategies by government ( CSM, April 1999). The issues
that are being addressed in Britain are similar to those that are imprinted in this study. The
vision of the British proposed policy has a broader scope, than being limited to the most
common. This has been identified through a quotation from their report: "Our rural heritage
is increasingly important for the Nation, not simply as a source of food but also as a place
of recreation, conservation and environmental protection" (CSM April 1999).
The experience in Britain indicates that there are an increasing number ofagencies that are
already at work in the rural areas. It is then identified as an important strategy that their
activities be coordinated to ensure best use of public funds and maximum benefit oftheir rural
areas. The coordination is advised to exist at, and among all levels of government. Thus,
from the report that was made by the planners and the surveyors, a few important
recommendations were made which can also be a challenge to the South African context. These
recommendations are as follows:
* sustaining communities
* maintaining sustainable economies
* conserving the rural environment
In summary, the aim of this piece of work is: to identify the unique requirements that need
to be taken into account with the formulation ofa Rural Housing Policy.
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1.4. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The main objective of this study is as follows;
* IdentifYing possible strategies on which a policy on rural housing (including tribal
areas), can be formulated.
1.5. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
"Housing and its environment is a major dimension of the quality of life. Thus, it is a
reflection of a nation's economic- and social-well being" (Hofferth and Iceland, 1996: 70).
Reflecting on the above quotation, it can be said that housing is not all about a physical form,
but also extends to infrastructure and social services, thus enabling it to emerge as a major
factor that forms good quality of life. Housing can therefore be defined as pertaining to the
physical structure that shelters people in pursuit of their private lives, while also acting as
a setting where certain activities take place. Low and Chambers (1989) further defme housing
as a major setting for reproduction within a household, as a result requiring a suitable material
context in terms of water, electricity and other services.
Housing supply is therefore strongly influenced by the provision ofinfrastructure, the regulation
ofland and housing development, the organization of the construction and material industry
and the support of the public sector in housing production. The lack of infrastructure hinders
housing investment. The same applies to the legal and regulatory framework which affects
housing supplies and thus the price and quality ofhousing (Myataza, 1992).
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The concept 'rural' can be very broad, as it includes farms, missions, tribal areas and state
land. It therefore needs to be focused. For the sake of this study, it will be narrowed to land
under traditional tenure.
Due to the powers invested in them, the Tribal Authority structure and powers have been
identified as obstacles towards development within the rural areas. The authority structures
are represented by the chief who has control over a particular domain. In general terms, the
chief considers the traditional and cultural beliefs above the governmental laws. It can
therefore be said that the leadership structure or the nature of leadership style that
operates in the rural areas is pivotal to the promotion ofthe housing policy in tribal areas.
Is there a need for rural housing policy? Since people in urban areas are desperate for
top-structures, can the same response be predicted to apply equally to the rural communities?
It also raises a question why the government considers the needs of the nation, but ignores
the needs of certain communities? If the government were to give out subsidies for rural
housing (as it is promising) a specific strategy will have to be drafted. However, since these
areas are under the authority of traditional leaders. The problem arises because the current
Housing Policy calls for secure tenure.
One of the major debates around rural housing policy is that there is a need for an 'institutional
home' (Bemstein and Rust, 1996). The existing structures and institutions have been designed to
focus on the urban needs of housing. Until now, they have not been able to accommodate the
complexities of the rural housing needs. "Attempts to ensure representation ofrural interests at
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provincial and national level have been constantly thwarted by the disorganized and fragmented
character of rural areas" (Bernstein and Rust, 1996).
It has further been argued that ''the depth of rural poverty and the scale of rural resource needs
require an integrated 'rural development' approach as opposed to what has been seen as a narrow
housing focus" (Bemstein & Rust, 1996. p. 255 ). The argument can then be said to hinge on
tribal laws which are apparently a hindrance for housing development in the rural areas and
thus making an integrated approach impossible. Housing development in our rural areas could
involve mobilizing communities to take part in their own development, with the consent oftribal
authorities. One component in housing development is the availability ofland and the individual
right to secure tenure. Therefore, addressing the issue of land tenure in the tribal rural areas
could be the major tool towards implementing a policy of rural housing.
The problem of developing a rural housing policy is not unique to South Africa, but it is an
international problem and the evidence comes out through literature.
Every society, developed or developing, has a basic need for housing. For every
individual alone or as part ofa family unit, be it a cave or castle, is hopefuUy more than
just physical shelter. It should be a home, a resting place in which to try to fulfill the
fundamental purpose of human society namely: a secure, rewarding, happy or at least
livable life (Pama, Angel & de Goede, 1977 p.] ] 1] ).
Pama et al (1977) have looked at the major issues which contribute to the nature of this study.
These issues are shaped by the experience ofIndia. When looking at the importance ofhousing,
Pama et al (] 977) regard the family as the fundamental unit ofa society. They view a house and
a home as representing an extended womb for the children during their formative years. This
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means protecting the physical, psychological, educational and emotional development ofchildren.
These are very important to both the individual and the community.
It has been noted that the nature, physical condition, location and the features ofa house play an
important ro le in providing an enabling or constraining influence on other services. Other services
in this case would include water, transport, telephone community services, and especially
opportunities to generate income.
"For individuals or families, a house is both shelter and symbol, the
physical protection and psychological identity, of economic value and
a foundation for security and self-respect" ( Pama et. aI, 1977 p.1112).
With regards to rural housing policy, Pama et. al (1977) have argued that housing policies
should come to realizing that 'solutions' might not even exist, towards the problem ofhousing.
Apparently, the parties involved should be able to come up with a tentative approach. This should
be designed to enhance working with the proposed housing policy and its utilization. This is said
to be inclusive of the spectrum of housing services, with the available human and material
resources (Pama et ai, 1977 ).
Looking at a comprehensive housing policy, Pama et al (1977) have suggested that housing
policies for each country be individualized. Particular suggestions have been made towards the
formulation ofa housing policy. It has been suggested that a policy should identifY and define the
role ofhousing and also consider comprehensively all aspects ofhousing needs and services, for
all segments of the community. Furthermore, Rubenstein and Rust (1996) have suggested that
rural housing policy follow certain guidelines. These would include ensuring a comprehensive
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rural representation and that the measures ofdelivery should be the institutions concerned about
rural complexities.
A comprehensive policy has been defined as having implications, not only on new construction,
but also on the maintenance, improvement, rehabilitation and best utilization of the existing
stock and services. Therefore, the development of a policy of this nature can be a learning
process ofacquiring insight, understanding interrelationships and then try to avoid future policy
'boomerangs'( Pama et aI, 1977).
When specifically looking at the rural housing policies, it has been said that rural areas are
unique in many ways compared to urban areas. Land has no cost, and traditional house building
materials are generally natural resources and locally available. This is one of the characters that
gives unique nature to traditional housing. For Pama et al (1977), the primary need for rural
settlements is " not for complete houses, but for basic infrastructure which includes water supply
services, roads and electrical energy and technical assistance in house building " (p.1132 ).
Besides the lack of basic services in the rural areas, building and management skills to enable
production ofacceptable housing are also lacking. This should be considered in the formulation
of a rural housing policy in South Africa.
"The economic prosperity ofthe developing world, and its social and physical well-being and its
future depends greatly on the success ofits food production, agriculture and rural communities"
(Pama et aI, 1977 p. 1132). From this quotation, the importance of agricultural production is
highly esteemed. However, the current situation in most, ifnot all rural areas reflect agricultural
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development being virtually impossible. Thus, if rural housing development can be linked to
agricultural development; it is believed that life could be more viable and this may stem the flow
of people to our cities in search of survival opportunities. As a matter of fact, the existing
housing policy precludes spending money on fencing which is essential for rural agriculture, to
keep goats out.
The present spatial distribution, where cities are very far from the rural areas has been identified
as one of the factors that has resulted in rural areas being retarded. For example in India, there
are a hundred of thousands of small rural villages but most have a market of bartering system
which lead to higher order centres, towns and finally cities. This hierarchy is not evident in South
Africa which results in rural areas being isolated from towns and cities.
1.6. OTHER OBSTACLES TOWARDS A SUCCESSFUL RURAL HOUSING POLICY
These are some ofthe obstacles towards success ofrural housing policy that have been identified
by Rubenstein and Rust (1996) with specific reference to the South African context;
-Lack of accurate information in respect of rural need to infonn fund allocation process at a
national level.
-Difficulty in facilitating the cross-sectorallinkages that there are crucial in addressing rural needs
-Urban bias in Provincial Housing Departments.
-Lack of dedicated rural capacity in rural communities in the context of a housing subsidy
allocation process that is demand-driven.
-The absence ofeffective rural local government.
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1.7. RESEARCH SUBSIDIARY QUESTIONS
* What is the current housing situation in the rural tribal areas?
* Why is the current policy very difficult to be implemented in the rural areas?
* What is the attitude of the government towards housing in the rural areas?
* What legal mechanisms exist to effect land tenure system?
* What is the situation in the rural tribal areas in terms of security of tenure?
* What nature should the rural housing policy take?
The hypothesis therefore is that rural housing is unique according to areas, and therefore requires
diverse creative strategies towards its provision. The government can therefore be able to design
policy that will ensure the provision of rural housing needs.
1.8. SCOPE OF RESEARCH
r
This section is an indication of how far this study will be undertaken. As it has been stated,
the study is based on the rural areas under the tribal authority and how a policy that can
address their unique (or particular) housing needs to be fonnulated. Therefore, the scope
of this study will be guided by the major factors that fonn the context of the tribal rural
areas. This would include maintenance of traditional values, such as traditional architecture.
Initiatives undertaken by the government towards rural housing are critically considered. This




The methodology part of this study is a reflection of how the researcher planned to
structure the whole research process. This section forms a guideline that was followed in
conducting the study, especially collecting and analysing data. This section of methodology
looked at issues on how the survey was carried out, i.e. the instruments that were used, who
the subjects of the study were, and the reasons for selecting them. There is also a
consideration of ethical issues that were given attention while undertaking the study.
1.9.2. Sources of Information
1.9.2.1. Secondary Sources
These are the sources of information that assisted the researcher in the development of
the conceptual framework. Moser (1975), points out that it is of no use to hurry into field
research without starting by relevant books, journals and other useful secondary materials.
In the case of this study, the literature reviewed was mainly on the background of rural
areas, traditional structures, rural development and rural architecture.
It should also be noted that significant case studies that have dealt with rural housing
and related developments, have been reviewed in this study. These case studies would
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include Britain and Mhingaville (in Venda). In addition to that, further reading was done
from publications on rural development.
1.9.2.2. Primary Sources
The study is also based on primary research which was carried out through the interviews
and discussions with the Local Government and Housing officials and the community
members. Before the whole study was being undertaken, there were consultations with
stafffrom the Housing Department. These acted as direction-givers, especially in relation to
the focus of the study. Through consultation, the researcher was even able to access
important governmental documents in relation to rural housing such as Part I1 of the
National Housing Policy, which updated the researcher on the initiatives by the government
with regards to issues related to the research problem.
1.9.3. Research Strategy
The research strategy adopted for this study was the qualitative approach. Mark (1996), has
defmed the qualitative approach as a way to study a phenomenon using general description to
describe or explain. Such approaches are said to be more focused on narrative description of
persons, events and relationships. Findings can be presented either in a form of categories or
general statements in relation to the complexity ofnature of persons, groups or even events.
The subjects for this study were formed of two categories of people. The first group that
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was interviewed were the authorities in local government, working with the rural areas from
the Local Government and Housing Department together with the Land Affairs Department. The
reason for selecting such people was that their responses were most likely to be based on
experience. Consequently, they were sharing their experiences and even making constructive
suggestions towards the aim of the study.
The second group was the tribal community members. It was believed that these would be
the people who are part and parcel of the tribal rural life. They know more about their
traditional background and how it has shaped their lives, even to the present time. Moreover,
it was the researcher's belief that their responses would be more detailed on what their needs
really were and how their areas should be developed. The number of subjects interviewed
was forty.
In collecting the data, the method that was adopted was the face-to-face interview, as the
researcher was visiting the subjects in their homes. Appointments were made telephonically with
the subjects where it was possible to do so, especially the local government authorities. An
unstructured questionnaire was a guiding tool in collecting data. The importance ofusing this
form ofa questionnaire was that it provided the researcher with a guide to asking common
questions from all the subjects. However, this was also subject to additional comments to give
clarity on the questions asked, depending on the context ofthe subject. It was also possible
to pursue specific contributions that they made in greater depth.
The researcher proposed to use a tape-recording system during the interviews, so as to ensure
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that all the responses have been accurately recorded. However, using recording depended
on permission given by the subject interviewed. Where no permission was granted, the
researcher resorted to note taking.
The type of questions that were asked were direct and indirect, depending on the type of
information the researcher required. At times the subjects responded to questions in line with
the nature or the form ofthe question phrased. The research interviews involved close-ended
and open-ended questions. The researcher was considerate of the ethical issues, especially the
community members since they were based very much on cultural values and there could be
unwarranted suspicions.
1.10. RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY
Development in the rural areas requires care, patience and knowledge and has been sidelined.
Working with the rural communities demands the developer concerned to listen to the members.
Kodua-Agye (1997) argues that, in order to achieve any objectives of any rural development
strategy, it is necessary to evaluate the previous and the ongoing programmes or projects. What
he noted as important is that rural development constraints should be diagnosed on the basis of
planning for the future.
Bernstein (1990), has argued that; .. South Africa's rural areas and development issues have been
under searched in the past" (pA08). In this case, rural areas are seen to have not been researched
by the political officials and the academics. Thus, the nature of this study is based on one of the
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great challenges facing the government and to some extent, the academics. The study is further
considered to be important in that it has considered some of the proposals related to housing
development in rural areas. This includes reviewing Part 11 of the National Housing Policy, and
the proposal on Integrated Rural Development in KwaZulu/Natal.
Another point of relevance on this study is based on convenience when conducting the survey.
This is based on the belief that it is important to conduct research amongst one's own people i.e.
Zulu speakers, to reduce barriers and achieve greater insight.
1.11. REVIEW OF THE NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY
The relevance ofthis study is based on the fact that it will not divert on the national housing vision
of South Africa. The vision states that:
Housing is defined as a variety of processes through which habitable, stable and
sustainable public and private residential environments are created for viable households
and communities. This recognises that the environment within which a house is situated
is as important as the house itselfin satisfYing the needs and requirements ofthe occupants
(National Housing Policy, 1994).
1.12. INAPPLICABILITY OF THE EXISTING HOUSING POLICY IN RURAL AREAS
It is reported that formal evaluation of the existing policy has been undertaken.
On balance, the assessment was that the existing subsidy instruments had severe
limitations in applicability in the rural context (Rust & Rubeinstein, 1996 p.27).
The housing sector has further been criticised in that it does not differentiate between subsidies
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for residential use and those for productive use. The White Paper on the other hand does not
provide appropriate economic viability (like employment) and sustainability. Thus, rural areas
are incapable ofemployment-creation potential, affordability, gearing and the like (Internet
Information).
Requirements attached to capital subsidy have turned to be obstacles in the rural context. It is
reported that most developers are not interested in working with rural areas, and this makes it
difficult to go for project-linked subsidies. Moreover, people in the rural areas are unable to get
bridging-finance to start their projects. Possible reasons for these shortcomings would include




Chapter 1 explores the mam aim of the study. It also reviews the case related to the
problem identified for the study. The key points in relation to the topic are
analysed.
Chapter 2 defines the basic concepts of rural tribal areas. It provides an insight to the rural
situation in tribal areas, with special focus on land issues/ regulations.
Chapter 3 reviews the key issues towards the formation of rural housing policy. It
looks at the impact of such factors in the rural areas.
Chapter 4 offers an overvIew of the historical, physical and socio-economic background
of the area of Oshwashweni. It aims at giving a picture of the situation.
Chapter 5 discusses the methodology employed in collecting and analysing the data that
has been used in this study, including sample design. Furthermore, it presents
an outcome of the research where conclusion and recommendations have been
drawn.





This section will mainly consist of factors fonning the basics of the rural areas, with special
reference to KwaZululNatal rural areas. The focus will be on what characterises the rural areas,
also in comparison to urban settings. Attention will also be paid on what would be regarded as one
of the key areas fonning the nature of rural areas, which is its leadership strategy. These will be
discussed in relation to requirements that should be identified towards housing provision in rural
areas.
2.2. THE RURAL-URBAN COMPARISON
The importance ofthis part is that it will give an indication ofwhy rural areas can be regarded
as the reservoirs of poverty. It is important to highlight the reasons behind the rural areas
being ignored when it comes to development, with specific reference to housing needs and
delivery. The comparison will basically be between towns and villages. A common belief is that
people have common basic needs irrespective of their location or background. The existing
housing policy addresses housing needs, mainly in urban areas, but there are similar or
related cases found in rural areas. Examining differences in this part is aimed at exposing
a picture of hidden factors that have led to housing needs being ignored in rural areas
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(including tribal areas). The characteristics of these areas will be used to make the comparison.
Figure 1
Urban-Rural Comparison
[j Urban • Rural
(Transformation Workshop, 1999)
Certain features enable one to identify the difference between an urban and a rural area. Urban
areas are characterized by population size, density potential, employment, social facilities and
infrastructural services. High-rise construction is another dominant feature of urban areas while
none of such is possible in rural areas, and this could be associated with population size.
When looking at the rural areas, it can be said that they are characterized by a spatial
distribution pattern. This refers to the low density and distribution between homes. In tribal areas,
people are scattered. Another feature of rural areas is their social structure and the relationship
between people whose activities are more traditional. Carter (1990) has looked at rural
settlements. He noted that the major feature ofrural settlements is their suitability for agricultural
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purposes. It should be noted that this feature varies between rural areas. Furthermore, it is
important to note that agricultural suitability also depends on factors such as the availability of
arable land, soil types and especially rainfall.
The kinds of services which are commonly found in rural areas include small schoolrooms,
a general store, taverns and sometimes public facilities like the post office. It can also be noted
that the community members are mainly of the same status. Besides the ties of kinship, the
rural communities are knit together and know one another due to their common origins and
shared experiences (their history). "Shared hardship in the past and the prospect of eventual
extinction have reinforced the community self-consciousness" (Carter, 1990: p 53 ).
The village is then regarded as more than just a service centre, it constitutes a community. The
term community in this case would imply a group of people usually located in a particular
geographical area, having a feeling of common interest, purpose and identity. It is also assumed
that being a community is something to be valued.
The city or town on the other hand can be defined in terms ofits size. The town / city is large,
in contrast to a village and is further characterized by density and a heterogeneous population.
"Numbers and diversity result in very weak bonds or links between city dwellers who have
not lived together for any length of time and cannot know each other at any depth" (Carter,
1990: p. 53). This is one ofthe major distinguishing factors between the rural and urban areas.
It is said that common relations in urban areas are transitory, impersonal, superficial and
segmented. They are regarded as segmented in a sense that almost everyone has a specialized job,
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while the workplace bears no immediate relation to the job. In simple terms, people in urban area
meet but, all have different or segment roles.
Another factor that has been identified in relation to urban areas is that the lack of personal
ties which leads to competition and mutual exploitation. "Status, or place in society, is not
given or ascribed, it is won, and success is marked by appropriate symbols. Social relations are
often means to an end, one has to get to know the right people. In contrast, in rural
communities people's status is ascribed, one is known by one's family background" (Carter,
1990: p.54).
In rural communities, people always get a feeling of belonging and the pressures to conform
to follow traditional modes of behavior are social pressures. It has thus been said that an ideal
rural community is demonstrated by qualities of integration and common purposes.
2.3. THE TRIBAL SYSTEM
Tribalism in this case is looked at from the viewpoint of its impact on housing. It is a generally
accepted norm that in order for one to build a house, a portion of land has to be available.
It was also higWighted that housing forms part of development in this country. This then
relates to the statement made by Rarber (1986) on tribalism; that it is often ignored while
at the same time it leads to the failure of many projects in Africa (Rarber, 1986). Although
plenty ofland may be available, the key problem is the security of tenure.
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It is then puzzling why tribalism causes so much distortion. "Tribalism demands the profound
submission of the individual to the group" (Harber, 1986:9). The above quote states the real
nature of tribal areas, where the emphasis is on sharing. Land is allocated to people, but no
one is given a right to own it. Furthermore, what affects one citizen, is a concern for the
whole tribe or it is believed, that thing can end up affecting the whole nation/tribe. Thus, a kind
of family spirit reigns in these areas.
"Briefly, all land and resources belong to the Paramount Chief as Trustee and according to
tribal traditions every male member is entitled to a share for building, pasture and cultivation"
(Harber, 1986: 10). Noting that rural areas are controlled by traditional laws, there are many
other factors that can be identified such as gender differences with regards to status, and also
the chief being entrusted with the needs of the tribe.
Experience indicates that there is a particular hierarchy that operates in the traditional rural
areas. The structure consists of the King, the chiefs, then the izinduna (local headmen). All
tribal matters are fIrst handled by the 'izinduna'. It then depends on the seriousness of the
issue, that it thereafter passes to the chief, and fInally on to the king. "Chiefs and headmen
have authority to require compliance by the people under their jurisdiction with their duties
under the Zulu law and may give orders for that purpose" (KwaZulu General Law
Amendment Act, 1989).
On the issue of land, power to allocate land is given to the local headman, who points out
the building site and land for ploughing. According to Harber (1986), in allocating land, no
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right of ownership is given to the community citizen, but there are always witnesses and then
a form of traditional public announcement is made. The usual case in the tribal areas is that the
family head (the man) may marry more than one wife, and as a result has to have different
houses. According to the KwaZulu General Law Amendment Act (KZGLA, 1989), the family
head has to be subject to the regulations in relation to land allocation to erect buildings which
are separate and subdividing his homes. The family head does have a right to subdivide his home.
2.4. TRIBAL AUTHORITIES: WHO ARE THEY?
Many things have been discussed about the traditional or tribal authorities, and some ofthe
obstacles towards rural development have been argued to be caused by their rule. Therefore
it is important to give a detailed summary on how these structures are. One argument that has
been raised is a question raised on colonial intervention in the African culture. So it is important
for this study to have an understanding of what the major source of discussion is. Keulder
(1998) has also identified the importance ofunderstanding the traditional leaders, as according to
him there could be a variety ofways in which this could be understood.
There are two approaches which Keulder (1998) has viewed as the basis of traditional
leadership. It is argued that they can be defined on the basis of their authority in a traditional
way or rather, it could be on the basis oftheir functions, including services they render within
their communities. There are definitions that have been attached to each of these approaches.
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The definition attached to traditional leadership as based on their authority says:
The group referred to as traditional leaders/rulers or tribal leaders are individuals
occupying communal political leadership sanctified by cultural values and enjoying the
legitimacy of particular communities to direct their affairs. Their basis of authority is
therefore tradition, which includes the whole range of inherited culture and way of life;
a people's history, moral and social values and the traditional institutions which survive
to serve those values ( Keulder, 1998: 21).
Attached to the second approach is the definition that:
A traditional ruler is the person who by virtue ofhis ancestry occupies the throne
or stool of an area and or who has been appointed to it in accordance with the
customs and tradition of the area and has traditional authority over the people of the
area (p. 21).
Beside the approaches and defmitions given above, it is important to note that the origins of
traditional leaders are on pure traditional environment where there would even be no need
to ask who they are. This can specifically be traced within the Zulu kingdom. It was when
there was a shift during the introduction of the Western culture, that there are traditional
leaders that are elected by the Zulu custom, and those are chosen by the government. This
would mean that the government has intervened in the procedure of traditional leadership,
although the old system has not changed.
The general information on traditional leaders entails the leaders commonly known as kings,
chiefs and headmen (Keulder, 1998). The well-known structure ofthis leadership is hierarchical;
having the king on top, then the chiefs (serving under the king) and lastly the headmen. In
most, if not all cases of traditional leaders; their leadership is traced back from their ancestors.
It therefore means that it is transferred from one generation to the next according to clans.
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Despite the situation that African traditions have been diluted by the Western culture, the
traditional leaders do still engage themselves in their general tasks that include leading tribal
government, maintaining local culture, leading ceremonies, applying customary law and
promoting the well-being oftheir communities (Keulder, 1998 p.25). The traditional leaders
further have a role to play in the 'modem affairs' which includes advising central and local
government, and also assisting in development planning and implementation. For Keulder, these
leaders should rather be regarded as 'syncretistic', other than being pure institutions (Keulder,
1998 p.25).
2.5. THE CHIEF'S POWER AND AUTHORITY
"The chief has authority vested in him by right ofbirth, and through his role as representative
ofthe king" (Radcliffe-Brown & Forde, 1964). The authority ofthe chief allows him considerable
power to influence opinion so as to achieve particular goals. It is argued that the chief believes
implicitly in commercial development and also has a substantial influence over the nature of
development within his/her chiefdom (Radcliffe-Brown & Forde, 1964).
2.6. KINSHIP STRUCTURE IN THE TRIBAL AREAS (KWAZULU/NATAL)
The Zulus are divided into exogamous clans where isibongo (surname) is the clan's name. They
are all traced on common descent in the patrilineal line over generations. The lineages within
clans are usually residential units. "Their segments are cores of villages and a number of segments
living in one neighborhood form a recognized group (umndeni) against other similar groups,
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in their own and other clans" (Gluckman in Radcliffe-Brown & Forde, 1964 p.169). It is reported
that members of a segment hold rights in each other's herds and lands, consult on personal
questions, and arbitrate in quarrels between members. Their kinship structure has been noted
as it does influence house structure among families.
There will now be an examination of marriage within the traditional communities, as it has a
particular contribution on the land and housing issues. Gluckman in Radcliffe-Brown & Forde
(1964), reports that the traditional Zulus have residual inheritance rights and it is one of the
core beliefs. The traditional marriage is then believed to induce qualities such as hospitality,
which is regarded as most desirable. Also, one cannot marry within the family where they share
the same clan-head and ancestors. Clan-song as well as being involved in common rituals and
taboos, is a requirement (Gluckman in Radcliffe & Forde, 1964).
In the context ofmarriage, each exogamous clan should get a wife from the other clan. The
husband is then expected to give cattle to the wife's family. The purpose of giving cattle
being the transfer of rights of children and wife to the husband. The child then becomes an
absolute member of his I her mother's husband lineage and all his rights of inheritance lie in it.
Even though, the very same child has some responsibilities to consider from his I her
mother's clan. This would mean that s/he may not marry, but can drink milk and cannot
inherit anything.The issue ofmilk is important in that there are some limitations attached to
milk from the cows. "Marriage is not allowed with any member of one's father's or mother's
clan, nor with anyone who shares a common grandparent" (Gluckman in Radcliffe-Brown & Forde,
1964. p 170 ).
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In tenns of property ownership, the husband allocates land for gardens, feeding the wife from his
own gardens and herds. He also has to provide a hut and clothing. The wife has duties ofworking
her gardens, together with other household duties. In a polygamous situation (more than one wife),
land and cattle are allocated to both / all wives by the husband. The land and cattle after being
allocated, becomes inevitably the property of a particular house (referring to one wife's house)
(Radcliffe-Brown & Forde,1964).
It is reported that ifthe family head dies, the widow(s) remain attached to their dead husband's
lineage. And in such situations, the procedure of 'ukungena' is applied. Ukungena (entering)
refers to the case where the brother to a dead husband is given right over the widow. The Zulu
tradition rejects security oftenure to women: "women cannot own anything" (Radcliffe-Brown&
Forde, 1964 p.195 ). Even though, there are sources ofevidence that are known when the family
head is dead, when ownership has to be allocated to the heirs, the following are considered as
evidence for the wife:- the position of wives' hut in the village, their wedding ceremonial and the
source of their marriage-cattle. This would imply that the rural housing policy has to consider
discrimination against women on the basis of traditional laws, as it denies women right to
ownership.
2.7. TRIBAL AUTHORITIES AND THE GOVERNMENT
The aim of this section is to explore the relationship between the traditional leaders and the
national government, with regards to development and support. Through this discussion, it is
believed that some ofthe problems on working relationship will be identified as they will have
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to be considered for development.
An example from Botswana has been extracted to indicate how the system of delegating the
chiefs is practiced. The importance of reviewing this example is to identuy strengths and
weaknesses of the system, as the same may occur with local traditional leaders. According to
Keulder (1998) in Botswana, there is a House ofChiefs and their advice is often ignored, even
when the issues may affect the leaders and their communities.
"Where advice is accepted, the issues are less serious, suggesting perhaps that houses have
more symbolic other than functional value" (Keulder, 1998: p.301). Such experience can be
argued as taking place in almost all the cases of traditional leaders working with the government.
The limited functioning of the tribal authorities can further be attributed to certain other
factors apart from ignorance. Keulder (1998) points out the argument that:
"Functionally, their effectiveness has been restricted, not only by their limited powers, but also
by the low education and literacy levels of their members" (Keulder, 1998: p.30 1). From the
quote, stumbling blocks on communication can be identified in a sense that one official language
(for now, it is English) is set as the medium of communication. Therefore, issues of illiteracy
among traditional people are an obstacle. The critical factor to such a situation, could be that
in contrast to urban areas, education has not been regarded as the main priority.
From Keulder's (1998) observation on tribal leaders in the broader context of Africa, the
impact or contribution from the House of Chiefs towards policy-making has been benefitting
them more than the communities. This sets up a challenge on what can be done to create a good
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working relationship between the traditional leaders and the national government.
Nevertheless, Botswana has been congratulated in achieving progress toward successful state
building (monopolizing control). Their achievement is based on being able to incorporate
traditional leaders into State structures; traditional as a potential source of control, independent
from the state and they have been turned into state agents of social control.
The example of this nature, with reference to KwaZulu/Natal can be looked into, m relation
to land issues. The fact is; the government and the traditional leaders own and allocate land
in different ways. The consequence of such a poor working relationship has given rise to
development stagnation, especially within the rural setting. It can be argued by implication that
the dilemma of the relationship of the two authority structures affects almost all the provinces.
In the context of this study, the rnam concern would be identifYing the core cause of these
problems, to ease the way to creating an environment, where a policy that will address the
housing needs in the rural areas can be formulated. Usually, if there is any need that has to be
provided for communities, the government is always the first to be charged for responsibility.
Now it is realized that both the government and the traditional leaders should be able to work
together to avoid one being a hindrance in any development planning.
What can be said is that in spite of the negative criticisms that have been raised against the
traditional leaders, they are firmly entrenched. This would mean going beyond problems of
illiteracy, and to adopt a positive view on the possibilities of rural housing development.
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Keulder (1998) has pointed out that the traditional leaders have a crucial role to play which
involves enhancing the state's social control and legitimacy, especially in rural areas. This
comment emphasizes the need for a social relationship between the two parties, when it comes
to development.
In order to address the matter of cooperation, there are certain things of the past that have to
be addressed, or they might distort the vision on which to work towards rural housing or any
other development. From the viewpoint of traditional authorities it is apparent that their
foundation is mainly in regard to cultural beliefs. It has been said that getting communities to
understand and accept the recommendations of being involved with the government cannot
be easy as people are more influenced by their cultural beliefs. Keulder (1998) has made this
recommendation that; "It is to the benefit of the New South African State to have traditional
leaders represented at the central level" (p.31 0).
Proposals that have been made on the Integrated Rural Development White Paper have also
considered the importance of a good working relationship between the government and the
traditional leaders. It has been argued that the new constitution should carry an element which
focuses on co-operative governance, which can replace the previous emphasis on hierarchical tiers
of governance. Furthermore, the tri-dimensional spheres of the government which are national,
provincial and local; are to be mutually interdependent.
The interdependence of governmental spheres is not regarded as an end. The involvement of
traditional leaders is also emphasized. Exclusion of traditional leaders in the process of
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development has been identified as one ofthe factors contributing to these leaders being defensive
and protective of their powers. As it has been discussed, the main problem in relation to rural
housing development is the issue of land. Therefore, withholding land rights has been one of the
defensive acts by the tribal leaders. It is suggested that:
Mechanisms need to be put into place to enable traditional leaders to play a
positive role in local development activities. In the absence of such mechanisms,
traditional leaders will be unable to respond in developmental ways (Xaba and
Associates, 1998. p 20 ).
The commonly identified solution by Keulder (1998) and the IRD, to the problem of the poor
relationship between the government and the traditional leaders is that there should be a flow of
information between the two. According to the IRD, traditional leaders have not been empowered
to participate in the development by the government departments which have been responsible for
them. As mentioned before, lack of education and training, poverty and access to developed
resources contributed a lot in traditional leaders taking a backward seat when it comes to
development.
2.8. PROBLEMS WITH RURAL SETTLEMENTS
The structure of rural settlements is different from the urban structure. Rural settlements have
generally adopted a dispersed settlement structure. Such structures require special attention as
they make it difficult to provide formal services important to socio-cultural amenities like police
stations, meeting rooms or even school,in some cases they are not viable.
It can be noted that other authority structures have not been able to carry their duties properly
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because they have been under-resourced . In addition to that, due to the historical background of
our country, other authorities like local councils could not undertake their responsibilities. Lack
of public administration in the rural areas can be identified. However, its main cause is the reason
that powers are vested in the Chief, thus leaving little room for negotiations especially in regard
to housing development.
In most cases, the opportunities of bringing change within the rural settings are also constrained
or influenced by the existing physical infrastructure. This involves public utilities, communication
channels and other resources. It is such issues that are important for consideration in policy
formulation. Even though rural housing policy is required, there are basic resources that have
to be addressed in any way possible. One of the major basic resources is [mance.
Another area of consideration in bringing development within the rural areas, is to anticipate
the maintenance of roads, water and communication services. It therefore demands an answer
to: will the community members be able to maintain the services? The requirement of course
being taking something out ofone's pocket, i.e. money. This would be giving an opportunity
for local people to maintain their services on contract basis e.g litter collection.
"Rural life is unattractive for a number of reasons. It means low incomes, but most of the
activities are limited to farming and livestock raising, products which are price-controlled and
which do not often give an adequate return to the farmer" (Anderson, 1978:10). The unavailability
ofservices in rural areas has thus led to them being isolated and regarded as unproductive.
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Dewar (1994) has focused on the rural-urban interface, where research was undertaken, using
Transkei as a case study. This has been used because no similar work has been undertaken in
KwaZululNatal. There are various issues that were brought up through his study. It is important
to review what was discovered during this study, as it can contribute in issues ofconsideration in
the formulation ofa rural housing policy in South Africa. The aim ofthe study by Dewar (1994),
was mainly towards making a contribution to the economy of the country, during its stages of
transformation.
Economic development is important, especially for rural areas. It is therefore important to consider
the achievement ofthis form 0 f development, in any developmental strategy, including po!icy. This
is stated as it is economic insecurity that pushes people from the rural areas to the cities where
economic chances are perceived to be better.
Dewar (1994) has identified what could be adopted as a strategy for housing development in the
rural areas. The strategy is about integrating what he referred to as 'disparate' communities, and
then opening economic opportunities through mixing land use and effective provision and use of
infrastructure. "The goal is to create a society which is economically and socially sustainable for
all its members" ( Dewar ,1994 preface ). It can be suggested that this kind ofstrategy should be
the basis ofany housing development strategy.
Economic development within the rural areas is a challenge, and therefore requires well- strategised
approaches ofwhich research still has to be one. The analysis ofthe Transkei case study came up
with major rural features, which are also common in the rural areas in KwaZululNatal. Significant
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differences will be discussed at the end of this section. Dewar (1994), has categorized these
features on the basis of economy, settlement pattern, settlement dynamics and the nature of
rural-urban interface. These will be examined. Economically, the area is bedeviled by the problems
ofpoverty and unemployment. Furthermore, there is limited access to direct means ofproduction.
The primary source of income is welfare payments. Analysis further indicates the area to be
dominated by outside influences, mostly from neighbouring provinces. Even though agriculture
proved to be an effective tool towards the economic development of the area, it should be noted
that agricultural failures have been the result of non-availability of primary resources, like water
and access to capital for ploughing and seeds.
Settlement pattern is another feature that was identified in the rural areas ofTranskei. Observations
concluded that the traditional style ofbuilding remains dominant. Relocations have taken place in
most areas through the program ofBetterment Planning. The concept was to concentrate people
around infrastructure and social services and to set arable land aside for farming and grazing.
However, the program became unpopular, resulting in suspension, due to the lack ofenvisaged
services (Dewar, 1994). Although the programmes implemented in the former Transkei did not




Dewar (1994) further identified that the settlements had certain dynamics. These have been
categorized as 'broader' dynamics and 'internal'dynamics. The broader dynamics are mainly
characterized by trends ofa high rate ofnatural population growth, out-migration and in-migration.
The internal dynamics are on the other hand influenced by broader dynamics. For example, the
in-migration in the rural areas ofthe former Transkei is high, resulting in intensity of settlements.
This rural intensification is reported also to have somehow affected the tribal system of land
allocation. The consequences have been allocation of small plots to the people. This situation is
said to have even affected the agricultural viability; as agriculture requires one to have enough
land for production.
2.8.2. The Rural-Urban Interface
The Transkeian experience indicated that many people return from the cities to the rural areas.
Some of the reasons for these movements are related to retirement (old age), injuries from
workplaces or various sicknesses. However, it can be noted that it is in seldom cases where
productive people return to rural areas to influence development. Nevertheless, there are people
who are still moving to major towns in South Africa, as well as Umtata and Butterworth. " The
primary motive for this is a search for income generating opportunities" (p.3). It is such factors that
challenge developing rural areas. This is said in a sense that housing development in rural areas
should make a great contribution in dealing with the movement ofpeople to the cities. In contrast
with a flight to urban areas the objective should be, to create an environment where people will
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be able to sustain themselves. This would include economic stability within the rural areas.
Another internal dynamic issue that was identified by Dewar, is the drift to flank the major roads.
This is the process that occurs internally, as people move to roadside areas. It is important to
consider the driving factors in the internal movement ofpeople and the implications behind it. "The
regional road arterials play a vital role in rural life and there is considerable economic and social
advantage (in access and services) in being located close to them" (Dewar,1994 pA) . The tribal
system of land allocation contributes in a way to slow people from moving to the roadside. The
tribal system is a hindrance in that people are to abide to what is said by the Chiefor Induna. They
cannot do as they please.
Having looked at issues around urban-rural interface, the phenomenon was proven not to exist.
This means that rural-urban interface/linkage does not exist so far. From Dewar's study, it was
concluded that there is no widespread rural economy. Agriculture has always been regarded as the
economic source for rural areas, but areas like the former Transkei do not confirm this statement.
The Transkeian statistics indicate that agriculture constitutes at least 18,2 % ofthe gross domestic
product, and therefore plays a minor role in terms of sustaining rural households. It has been
argued that the rural economy is almost entirely dependent on cash economy. This means that the
basic needs are met through cash purchases. People are reported to be acquiring cash on
remittances from South Africa through partial wages or pensions or informal employment around
Transkei (Dewar, 1994).
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The situation of Transkei that has been reviewed has certain implications for the overall South
African rural housing development, with special attention to po!icy formulation. This would include
recognizing that there are sources ofeconomy that needs to be mobilized within the rural areas,
including agriculture and tourism. Creation of formal employment opportunities should also be
considered. The importance ofthis can be supported by the statement by Dewar: 'the production
sector of the urban areas is not shaped by the needs of the rural areas'. The situation becomes
worse for rural areas where their surrounding city centres are economically weak to meet the needs
ofthe surrounding population.
2.9. LAWS ON LAND WITHIN THE TRIBAL AREAS
Generally, access to land is one of the necessities in people's lives. Besides owning livestock
in the rural areas; access to land forms part of one's wealth. Right to land exposes one to
economic and even political power. The nature of land, which entails immovability, has
credited it to be regarded as the best form of security, and such qualities sets land apart
from other commodities (Bennet et ai, 1986).
Furthermore, the qualities that the land has, seem to be the cause of complications which are
related to its ownership. Bennet et al (1986) have argued that it is because of such reasons that
there is importance of record-keeping, especially for the government. The Department of
Land Affairs and the Department of Traditional Affairs can take responsibility of keeping
such records, especially in areas where land surveying has been done.
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With specific reference to the rural tribal areas, the type of tenure system that is applicable is
the customary tenure. What is being perceived is that there has always been a clash of this
tenure system and what the goverrunent desires to happen; as the Housing Policy encourages
individualized forms of tenure. Administrators and authorities see customary land tenure as
an obstacle to progress (Bennet et aI, 1986: 213 ).
A brief summary of how the customary tenure system operates will be given. The customary
tenure is said to be enforcing a certain homogeneity within the community. One ofthe influencing
factors towards this homogeneity is that all authority lies on the hands ofthe chief. According
to Hughes (1964), land allocation to the community members is given on the grounds of full
membership to that community, as a result excluding those who seem to be 'outsiders'. It has
been reported that there is sometimes a screening procedure that is undertaken for those who
are not members ofthe community. This means that these people are asked certain questions
even before they are allocated land.
Housing is regarded as one of the forms of development, and this will also be discussed in
this study. The customary land tenure system is identified as one ofthe major obstacles towards
housing development in the rural tribal areas. This is due to the fact that it does not allow right
to ownership, land issues are not negotiable, and that land rights are dependent on the politics
of community membership.
There are certain remedies that have been suggested as a way of eliminating problems that arise
due to customary tenure. Bennet et al (1986) have also raised a concern that in order to remedy
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the shortcomings which are a result of the customary tenure, administrators have to embark
on the programmes of individualization and commercialization. Commercialization refers to
"practices which deprive a community of its traditional right to resume possession ofland".
On the other side, the very same strategy is seen to have capability of endless indebtness or
even landlessness (Bennet et aI, 1986).
Another negative consequence of such action could be that individualization may lead to weak
influence from the community and also that certain classes of customary land rights such as
'family interests' , can demand special attention (Bennet et aJ, 1986). Such an argument is quite
crucial especially when one is taking a direction of formulating a housing policy for rural
areas.
As a matter of concern, Bennet et al (1986) have put forth suggestions on other ways in
which the problems are perceived in regard to customary tenure. After observing these
difficulties, Bennet et al (1986) then suggested that "registration of the title be introduced
together with some simple substantive law to make certain who owns the land and how the
owner may deal with it. The form of title must preserve the residual rights of the community
in its land and provide the holder with necessary economic incentive to make better use of
land" (Bennet et a1.1986: p 215).
2.10. LAND TENURE SYSTEM
It is estimated that about 780 000 households live under traditional or officially unrecognised
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tenure arrangements in predominantly rural areas. The issue ofinsecure tenure has been regarded
as one ofthe salient features and causes of the housing crisis in South Africa. It can therefore be
suggested that the government take responsibility in providing the widest range of options for
quicker attainment ofsecure tenure. Regarding this as an invisible intervention, it is likely to have
significance and positive impact on the propensity ofindividuals and communities to start investing
in their own housing conditions (Bowen, 1993).
"The expression 'land tenure' is used here to explain in layman's language the different forms
of ownership, possession and occupation ofland. In South Africa, land ownership is legalized
by the registration of title deeds" (Bowen,1993 ).This simply means the acquisition of an
absolute right to use and enjoy land.
"Land is the most basic need for rural dwellers. The abolition of the land acts that caused
disparities on land ownership, is in itself not sufficient to redress inequities in land distribution.
Only a minority can afford land on the free market" (Department of Regional and Land Affairs
Directorate Land Allocation, 1994: I). From the above quotation, the importance of land and
the negative effects of its insufficiency can be identified. The land tenure system forms the bulk
of the debate.
In the tribal areas, land is held by the chief in trust for the community. A tribe's identification
with its land and the communal tenure are believed to be essential for the continued existence
of a tribal community. Such realities are to be re-considered when looking forward to policy
formulation. "The traditional system ofland tenure underpins a delivery balanced subsistence
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economy system which, if replaced injudiciously could lead to the collapse of the communities
to which it affords a livelihood" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1964).
In the article edited by Radcliffe-Brown (1964), the nature of land tenure system has been
reviewed. It is argued that" systems of land tenure embody those legal, contractual or
customary arrangements whereby individuals or organizations gain access to economic and
social opportunities through land. The precise form of tenure is constituted by the rules and
procedures which govern the rights and responsibilities of both individuals and groups in the
use and control over the basic resource of land" (Radcliffe-Brown, 1964 p.20).
Historically, land tenure systems in the areas occupied by 'Blacks' was controlled by various
commissioners, which regulated the rights of individuals to occupy land and also setting the
terms and conditions on which that land has to be used. The Black Areas Land Regulations
that was made of Proclamation R 188 of 1969, in terms of the provisions of Section 25(1)
ofthe Black Administration Act, 1927 provided, in respect ofresidential land, that a commissioner
could grant to any individual in respect ofany particular piece of land, either a right of quitrent
tenure or a permission to occupy land; which still applies, and will be discussed later (Housing
Policy, Part 11).
The South African Scientific Programmes Report (SASPR, 1985), reports that there are specific
features of land tenure in African societies which are traditionally based. The chief, who is
the key feature in the authority structure acts as a representative ofthe whole community. There
are certain conditions attached to the process of accessing land in the tribal areas. These
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conditions include not being allowed to establish a working capital through the security of
tenure provided. Retarding conditions of this nature form part of the hindrances that are
blocking people's accessibility to the fmancial institutions and possibilities for development
(SASPR, 1985 ).
Looking at the previous experience of the country with regards to the land issue, there is a
lot that has to be addressed. " An important component of any successful development
strategy for the tribal areas, must be a policy on land reform" (SASPR, 1985: 17). It can
therefore be said that for any development, including housing, it is important that the key issue
which is ofland tenure be given urgent attention. The customary tenure, which is the one applicable
in the tribal areas will be discussed in the following chapter.
2.11. LAND RIGHTS ON TRIBAL AREAS
Land rights in the tribal areas are mainly considered in the context of a family other than
individuals. As commonly known, ownership ofland is always in the hands of the fumily head
(the man). In cases where death ofthe family head occurs, the eldest son(s) ofthe family inherit
the right to occupy and use the allocated plot. Because tribal areas are mainly based on the
traditional customs, there are some effects especially on women. It is the traditional custom that
women are not allowed to khonza the land. This is because women are not acknowledged as
heads ofhouseholds. Within the Zulus, the position ofwomen was excarcebated by the instringent
measures of Natal Code which classified women as minors with no contractual power
(Eagle, 1987).
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However, it is important to indicate that the traditional land system might not exactly be
operating as it did in the previous decade. Mordenisation is said to have impacted the system
in one way or the other. According to Jenkins (1988), in the same traditional areas, there has
been an emerging type of a negotiable individual tenure. An example to this would be that
the fee that was paid for 'khonza', instead of being paid directly to the chief, is now paid at
the magistrate's office. The money is deposited to the Tribal Authorities trust fund. Furthermore,
the majority of the chiefs are now government imposed, and this has led to transition where
land is no longer allocated to the tribe's members only. Also, there are some cases where
women who are heading their families are allowed plots or they can inherit occupancy rights
for allocated plots in the death oftheir husbands (Myataza, 1992).
2.12. TRADITIONAL TENURE / 'KHONZA'
This form of tenure is found in the peri-urban areas and informal settlements on tribal lands.
It is a system of property relations built on "colonial traditions of direct rule and on colonial
understandings ofindigenous social system" (Bowen, 1993). The control ofland rights is vested
in chiefs and exercised within the context ofcommunal tenure system in which membership of
the community entitles families to land. In this case, land distribution takes place among
members of the tribe and according to need. On the other side, the chief and his headmen
apportion allotments. The land allocations are usually approved by the chief, who normally acts
on the advice of the Tribal Authority Council (Carter, 1990).
Members of the tribe make payment to the chief in exchange for security and protection
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offered by the tribe. This refers to social security. According to Bowen (1993), the classification
of traditional tenure as Khonza is derived from the practice of payment . The payment for
the site (khonza fee), is made in cattle or in cash to the Tribal Authority's Trust account. The
worth of that particular individual is indirectly reflected through the payment.
2.13. LEGISLATIVE ACT ON RURAL LAND: AN OVERVIEW
The Act is mainly aimed to: "provide for the designation of certain land, to regulate the
subdivision of such land and the settlement of persons thereon; and to provide for matters
connected therewith" ( Act 126, 1993: 2) . The Act came into being as there was a necessity
to broaden access to land in the rural areas, and its application is reported to have been
focusing much on the communities that are experiencing an urgent need for land. The Act
is known as The Provision of Certain Land for Settlement Act, 1993 (Act 126 of 1993).
This Act, which is still applicable addresses some issues which are as [oHows:
* The power ofAdministrator with regard to certain land.
* Publication of notice in newspaper: notice calling upon the interested parties to submit in
writing to the administrator.
* Development ofdesignated land.
* Subdivision ofdesignated land.
* Partition plan.
* Surveying and approval of plans and diagrams.
* Settlement of persons on designated land.
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* Registration of ownership.
* Financial aid.
* Aid in acquiring land.
* Exclusion of certain land.
* Application of Act in self-governing territories.
* Regulations
* Delegation
2.13.1. Main Objectives of the Land Act
One ofthe main objectives ofthe Act is to make provision for the settlement ofrural communities,
allowing communities to access small-scale farming, residential, public, community business or
other purposes related thereto. The Act also aims at a settlement model where town settlement
is not the objective. This means that the aim is not necessarily the establishment of a town,
but it still aims for mixed utilization of land within the rural context.
As the Act 126 focuses on the settlement model, it is argued that the model belongs or [avors
the generation of income through various strategies like job opportunities in farming, formal
or informal business sectors. It therefore means that those who cannot generate income in any
way, are being ignored. Another objective of the Act is to mobilize the usage ofexcess state
land, and financial assistance in obtaining private land.
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2.13.2. Permission To Occupy ( P.T.O)
The P.T.O. is one of the methods that has recently been adopted by the government to allow
people in rural areas to access land. This system does not necessarily give a person a right to
own the land but to use it. Usually, the land that is acquired through the P.T.G. belongs to
the government.
The sources of authority in relation to the P.T.G. are as follows:
- KwaZulu Land Affairs Act No. 11 of 1992
-Permission to occupy Regulations derived from the Act
Prior to this, it was in terms of Proclamation R. 188 of 1969
-Resolution No 4 of5 October 1998 of the lngonyama Trust
The procedure of obtaining the P.T.G. is as follows:
* One has to consult the induna (headman) or inkosi (chiet), and then identitY the site.
* Seek approval of the local authority (Traditional Authority).
* lfthe approval is granted, the site is then measured by the officials of the Department of
Agriculture that is operating in the area. There are certain forms that have to be filled called
Annexure A, Band C and these forms have to be signed by the official concerned and a
representative of the traditional authority.
* A sketch map like 1:5000 which shows the exact position of the site should be done.
*Then an application letter, together with the Annexures should be submitted to the Department
ofTraditional and Environmental Affairs, which is required to include:
-the purpose of requiring the site
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-capital to develop the site
-the estimated cost of the project
-the development plans
-what type ofa developer is applying i.e. a trust, individual, corporation, etc.
-if the application is for lease, the period should be stated
-the recommendations of the traditional authority should also state the period of the
lease recommended by the traditional authority.
After all these procedures, the application has then to go to the Department of Traditional and
Environmental Affairs who goes through it to check if there are any clarifications that need
to be made. In the absence of queries, the application is processed in the Department. The size
of the site also determines ifit should be processed by the Ingonyama Trust, especially if the
site is big. The p.T.a., as a form of giving authority has certain conditions with which the
holder should comply with. These include, using the site only for the purpose specified on the
application form, right of the holder being untransferable, cancellation of the p.T.a. if the
holder fails to comply with the conditions laid and ensuring payment ofthe rental at a stipulated
period (Department of Regional and Land Affairs, May 1994 Vol. 4.0).
2.14. ROLE PLAYED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND AFFAIRS
This part ofthe study will consider the action that has recently been undertaken by the Department
of Land Affairs with regard to land availability in the rural tribal areas. It has been reported that
the Department ofLand Affairs undertook an initiative towards land reform in the rural areas of
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KwaZululNatal. The strategy that was adopted for an action does not put recognition to the
powers ofthe traditional leaders, and what has been their way ofland allocation. This strategy has
been criticised on the basis that" it is forcing the local traditional communities into the realms of
legislation and politicking" (Derlihy & Associates ). The Department has adopted a structure of
rural land reform measures that will ensure that community members are not going to pay for the
land. Any possible way of getting land in the rural areas will play a major role in rural housing
development. Moreover, rural communities will be able to benefit from what once was theirs.
Even though the action of the Department of Land Affairs is aimed towards the benefit of
people, lack of consultation or negotiations with the traditional leaders has been noted and
criticised. However, a document has been drafted containing an approach through which the
traditional leaders can be involved in developing or modernizing without surrendering their
African culture/tradition. "It must be emphasized that this approach's primary objective is to
secure traditional tribal land in such a manner as to ensure the right ofthe resident rural population
to enjoy leadership in cultural tradition" (Derlihy & Associates).
2.15. HOUSING POLICY AND GENDER
International experience witnesses that there is a need for a housing policy that will be gender-
neutral. This is based on the fact that housing policy has given little consideration to gender
differences, when defming a need for housing. The situation in rural areas also demands attention
with regards to security oftenure, housing, and women. According to Danderkar (1993), in most
cases women are regarded as the undeserving poor. Moreover, there is an ideology that an
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'appropriate family' is the one which is shaped by various forms of patriarchal traditions.
"Infrastructure has immediate consequences for women, because of their greater domestic
responsibilities"(Danderkar, 1993 p.17). This is said particularly because within the family
structure, women are the ones who undertake domestic duties. These include cooking, collecting
water and firewood; they also have to rear children. Aliyar and Shetty in Danderkar (1993), argue
that besides the hard work that women engage themselves in, including agricultural production;
women need to have a greater voice in the creation oftheir homes. They further argue that though
women are rarely considered during the formulation of policy or even during implementation of
local projects; they are directly and often adversely affected by inappropriate shelter (Dandekar,
1993).
Historical background of rural settings indicates that women's rights to land and housing are
conflicting with traditional and family law. Urbaniz.ation is one of the factors that seem to be
challenging these laws and customs which have been rooted in agricultural societies putting
emphasis on kinship and extended family. This is said in that, there is what can be referred to as
reformulation of family structure as people adopt an urban lifestyle.
Working with the tribal areas requires one to be aware of polygamous households. It should be
noted that there is a poor relationship among the wives or the family at large, resulting to a high
level ofcompetition. It is then important for any housing project developed to consider the social
organization and practices ofthe prosperous beneficiaries. The important thing to consider in such
cases is that a project may provide or construct a house without considering the polygamous
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family structure. As a result, there would be no separate sleeping rooms for individual wives, and
their separate kitchens. Such a structure would have been influenced by the traditional way of
building, where the wives have separate houses.
The recent amendments made on Part 11(Rural Housing Policy) of the National Housing Policy
do recognise polygamous marriages, as they are the most dominant in the rural areas. This
recognition goes along with the approval ofthe Rural Subsidy Mechanism (RSM) by the National
Goverrunent ofHousing. According to the RSM, any prosperous beneficiary from a polygamous
union will qualifY for subsidy if s/he holds informal rights in respect of a particular allotment.
Furthermore, the allotment must physically be occupied by a person married to by virtue of
polygamous marriage or children ofsuch (Part I I-Rural Housing Policy, March 2000).
2.16. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES
"The concept of bulk borrowing and collective indebtness has been mooted as an option to
providing development finance to rural communities" (Herlihy & Associates). Rural communities
are well known for being disadvantaged. This is due to poor or no resources of reliable mcome
and no access to institutional services like banks.
For every borrowing, collateral is a requirement and this is virtually impossible for individuals in
rural tribal areas. It has however been proposed that in the case of borrowing, tribal land be put
up as a collateral surety. On the same note, the critical point is when loan payments are not
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afforded. The implication that comes is that the whole tribal land will be dispossessed from people;
causing community members to suffer even more.
It can therefore be suggested that other possibilities be identified, which will not put community
members at a high risk of losing the little they have. "Tribal land would be much better used as a
collateral for funding used for long term investment to the benefit of the community from which
the revenue generated can be used to subsidize interest rates" (Derlihy & Associates).
2.17. AN INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT
This proposal is directed towards promoting the holistic economic and social development in the
areas in KwaZululNatal. Attention to such a proposal has been drawn by the fact that rural areas
rely largely on natural resources for their living. The Housing White Paper (1994) has drawn
conclusion and it includes elements ofexisting sectoral and intersectoral policies ofgrowth and
development and spatial strategies. However, the core proposal of this Paper is to re-orient the
already existing policies and programmes into achieving a holistic approach. The major beliefof
the Housing White Paper is common to what was identified by Bernstein and Rust (1996), that the
local governments can play a major role in developing the rural areas.
The Integrated Rural Development proposal does not specifically address the issue ofhousing. It
has been considered for this study in that the greater part of any development falls under the
concept of 'housing'. The components of the vision of the IRD are in line with the aim of this
study and as a result, the study is believed to make a contribution. The elements forming the vision
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of the IRD are:
- the achievement of integration within the policy environment through re-orientation ofpresent
delivery systems.
- the achievement of a more equitable balance between the urban and industrial bias.
- the resolution of existing contradictions between civil and customary systems of governance.
- the creation of an inclusive rural economy.
- the integrated provision of services and development resources.
2.18. IS HOUSING RESEARCH A NECESSITY? : A LITERATURE REVIEW CASE
STUDY
After having looked at different aspects pertaining to rural tribal areas, it is also important to
elaborate on the importance of research in the rural context. It is important for research to be
done in the rural areas. Some of the reasons that raise the need for research have been
discussed. For example how the tribal authorities can formulate a strong working relationship
with the government. Another reason for research in the rural areas is that little has been
undertaken to date.
To give clarity on what housing research in rural areas is basically about, a case ofBritain will
be reviewed with reference to the South African rural tribal context. The problem that is being
discussed is an international one, as programmes like the IRD are reported to have existed in the
1970's, internationally. In South Africa, a group known as the Shelter Group, at the Division
of Building Technology (Boutek) also identified that there is a need for rural housing research.
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This could help to stem the migration of people from rural to urban areas, which acts as
contributing factor to overwhelming increase in squatter and informal settlements in the urban
areas.
The Shelter Group took about two years trying to investigate some of the broader issues of
housing and development in rural communities. Their target areas included those which are
part of this research; also forming the greater part of the rural areas. These are: homogenous
community with a strong cultural base, a tribal authority, widely dispersed rural villages, far
from the service centres, poor access to roads, harsh topography, subsisting on agrlculture,
dependence mainly on locally available natural resources and social remittances, no ready access
to basic infrastructural services and inadequate social services.
Their main objectives included the following:
- Investigating the needs ofdeep rural communities in relation to their access to , and use of
the government housing subsidy.
- Since communities have more access to traditional building material, would not they favour
alternatives such as buildings, roads and railways, or natural wealth, such as clean and
adequate water supplies, well cared for farmland, landscape, a wealth ofwildlife and forestry.
(CSM, 1999: pA8).
According to what the CSM has reported, the remote rural areas can be developed through
agriculture and forestry. This could steer development towards agrivillages. It is suggested
therefore that planning policies should allow the development ofenterprises which are appropriate
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for rural areas.
A great demand for their provision of topstructures has been recognized, while it is also
demanding in a sense that great expenditure is required. On the other hand compelling evidence
has indicated that better housing provision reduces other social costs in association with
health, unemployment, educational, under-achievement and crime ( CSM, April 1999).
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THE DIAGRAMS SHOWING CONDITIONS IN THE RURAL AREAS
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METHODS OF COLLECTING WATER
Frescura, (1984 p 179)
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CHAPTER THREE: "RURAL TRANSFORMATION"
3.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will highlight some important issues that need to be taken into account to address the
unique requirements of rural housing.
3.1.1. ROLE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS
Planners, architects and the like, can make a great contribution in bringing desirable development
to the communities they live or work with. This further demands that they involve the
communities that they work with. From general observations, some of the development
programmes were done for the people, instead of being done with the people (referring to
community). It is in cases like this, where the statement made by Harber (1986) becomes a source
of courage, where he says that the planners are to appreciate the societies within which they
work. It is then possible for the professionals to come together and work towards the policy
that will address the housing needs in the rural areas.
The possibility of the strategy involving the professionals can be drawn from the example of
Britain, where it is reported that the surveyors and planners came together to work on developing
a policy for rural affairs (CSM, April 1999). Their target areas were:
* reformation of the common agricultural policy




* the integration ofrural strategies by government
For professionals like planners, being involved in the development in rural areas does not only
keep them busy, but also enable them to develop a sense of belonging, as they have to be
responsible for the projects they engage in. The chairperson of the team on the case study
made this confession: "Our rural heritage is increasingly important for the nation, not simply as
a source of food but also as a place of recreation, conservation and environmental protection"
(CSM, 1999: pA8).
It is true that there are many organizations or agencies that are engaging themselves by working
with or in the rural areas. Such organizations would be expected to have good co-ordination of
their projects, including the best use of public funds and also ensuring the maximum benefit
of the rural areas they are working with. Furthermore, the same form of co-ordination should
exist at all levels of governance, including the State. The integration of policies should be done
to all relevant spheres. One example that has been made is the need to travel; the location oflocal
authority services, including the educational establishments that can have an important role to
play.
3.1.2. AGRIVILLAGES
Agrivillages simply refer to densification in rural areas undertaken through agriculture. Agrivil1ages
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form part ofcommunity development, in a sense that they introduce better agricultural means
of production. Basically, the formation of agrivillages in the rural areas is due to the fact that
agriculture is one of the major sources of making a living. An improvement makes difference
in the lives of rural communities.
Non-governmental organizations have identified the major requirements ofrural tribal areas in
relation to agriculture which involve basic management skills to develop their areas, the
necessary equipment for more profit-making farming activities in the rural areas, mature
development forums to run their projects as well as co-operatives to create jobs for the majority
of rural residents (P.E.A.C.E. Foundation, 1998).
A case study of Ndumu area (KZN) has been selected to clarifY what could be achieved through
agricultural development. The project was initiated by the P.E.A.C.E. Foundation. Their main
concern was to mobilise communities to utilise land that is controlled by the traditional
leaders. An analysis of the situation on the district was done, including the structure of the
tribal authorities.
The action that was undertaken in starting the project, included making a presentation to the
magistrate and 'amakhosi' in the targeted areas, as well as involving the funding organizations.
There was a detailed analysis of the equipment that was to be needed for the project. This
included tractors, fertilizers, seeds, fencing of the fields and transport for people. Moreover,
the project team had even suggested what would be their centres of distribution like chain
stores (Pick 'n Pay, O. K, etc) and hospitals. Another interesting part ofthe project is that it
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was not only focusing on vegetables, but also on livestock (P.E.A.C.E. Foundation, 1998).
The significance oftrus case study in relation to this study, is that agriviUages are one possible
way of developing the tribal rural areas, while also indicating a major role that can be played by
the non-governmental organisations within the communities. It can therefore be said that as the
focus is on formulating the policy that will directly address housing problems in the rural
areas, such ways or strategies of development can be attended to, and then consider the extent
of the contribution they can make to continue with it.
According to the Integrated Rural Development White Paper (June 1998), agricultural development
has to be broadened. It is also believed that the agricultural support systems should be organised
in a way that they respond to the diverse needs ofagricultural producers as they operate in different
farms. To support economic and semi-economic projects would demand financing, developing urban
and peri-urban markets and the provision of technical support (Xaba and Associates, 1998).
3.1.3 RURAL ARCHITECTURE
The importance of looking at the indigenous or traditional architecture for this study is based
on the idea that housing development that takes place in the urban areas cannot be the same
with that adopted for the rural tribal areas. In terms of the provision of a physical house, top
structures to be provided should be in the best interest of the beneficiaries. An example of the
development project ofMhingaville that failed, will be used to illustrate the importance of the
recognition of traditional architecture in any possible case, if development is to be undertaken.
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The terms rural architecture, indigenous architecture and traditional architecture will be used
interchangeably for this study.
According to Frescura (1984), a traditional house is more often than not associated with the
following features or variables:- culture, local tradition, language, material, building methods, site
and aspects. "The distinctive character of vernacular architecture can be said to be derived
directly from its use of the 'found' and 'natural' material" (Frescura,1984: p.?). The use of such
material has led to the native architecture being appreciated the most.. ... "because its own
performance relies greatly upon that ofits constituent elements, its technology at its own level,
is higWy developed"( Frescura, 1984: 9). In his introductory section, Frescura (1984) has argued
that rural housing does not entirely lie in low technology construction, but in combining traditional
building methods and an adaptation of modern building material.
Amongst factors contributing to the uruqueness of traditional architecture is the fact that this
form of architecture can be practiced by almost an members ofthe community or group. Thus,
socialization can be said to be the main instrument ofmaintaining this standard. Children learn
in their early age on the building of their homes.
"Traditionally, each may have have his/her role to play in the building and in some
societies, the construction of a house or hut is often a qualification to be fulfilled as part
of a transitional ceremony, such as the wedding ofa couple or the birth of their first
child" (Frescura, 1984: p.9 ).
Moreover, house construction can play a crucial role in creating an identity for rural communities
and enables them to better understanding of their own context. On the other hand, this reduces
the burden to the State. Life is always characterized by change; be it in a positive or negative
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way. Tribal areas have always been shaped by culture in their lifestyle. However, the
introduction of the Western culture did bring about changes. This even influenced their style of
building houses. "The introduction ofsquares, hexagon and octagons may be traced to have 0 bjects
like furniture, and curved walls of rondavels created problems with awkward corners leaving
wasted spaces"(Frescura, 1984).
"Although rural architecture is an architecture higWy responsIve to changing econonuc,
technological and social circumstances, it is also generally the architecture of societies
dominated by traditional values and culture" (Frescura, 1984 p.75). It has therefore been said
that inspite of changes, cultural roots are still maintained in the rural tribal areas, and would
then mean that it will be undesirable for one to introduce housing development while ignoring
the community values.
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The illustration shows the material and how a rondavel is built
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3.2. MHINGAVILLE VILLAGE: A CASE STUDY ON RURAL HOUSING
CONSTRAINTS
Housing, in terms of physical structures is needed in the rural areas, though it has been
debated that infrastructure is the only requirement. What has to be taken into account is that
even though most people in the rural areas are able to provide themselves with houses, they
are generally of poor quality. Pama et al (1977) emphasized that there is a need for technical
assistance.
With the objective for something better, the same strategy of incremental houses was adopted
for a rural village however, all turned out to be a great failure. To review this case study will be
important in drawing lessons for the future, and above it all with consideration of formulating
a policy for rural housing.
The project at Mhingaville was developed by one of the big housing companies very well known
for its sound management capacity, financial strength and capability ofundertaking large projects.
The Mhingaville project was also large. It is reported that initially, necessary consultations were
made and that includes local Development Committees, Traditional Authorities and the Transitional
Local Council. The required social compact (Agreement) was also signed by all parties involved.
The land that was developed belonged to the Central Government and this might be a slight
difference on the context of this study as it focuses on land under the authority of the chief.
Besides that all the necessary steps prior to undertaking a project were thorougWy done, when the
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project was finished, it never served its purpose. The indicators of the failure of the project are
based on the following points:
-After its official opening, less than a third of the houses were occupied effectively
-About half of the houses and services were vandalized
-There was no maintenance
-Many beneficiaries abandoned both their properties and ownership rights
-Sense of township was perceived within the traditional areas
-In relation to culture, it is seen as inappropriate (Housing Report, 1999).
3.3. INFLUENCE OF CULTURAL FACTORS
It is true that in tribal areas, everything that happens revolves around their culture. Lamont (1991)
has suggested that before implementing any project in the traditional rural areas,
socio-anthropological research should be done. This will enable the developer to be sure of what
is the 'need' for that particular community. It is also important for this study to consider the
importance ofsocio-anthropological research.
3.4. IMPACT OF THE STRUCTURE OF A HOUSE
The problem with the top structures that were put in Mhingaville was perpetuated by the promises
that were first made to the community. It is reported that the beneficiaries were promised four-
roomed houses, while none were built. Instead, people were built one-roomed houses. Another
concern about the houses was their size and lack of privacy.
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Another major cause of failure of this project was the lack of community involvement. It is
important for any developer to avoid imposing values on the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries of a
particular project are pivotal for the success ofthe project. Therefore, they should be involved from
the early stages ofthe project. This may require the developer to even involve them in the planning
of the project.
The importance ofcommunity participation is centered on seeing people, rather than their needs
to be the focal point ofconcern. Adopting this kind ofattitude can help in shaping the thinking of
developers to identify a need of development with a hwnanistic and participative thrust
(Hollnsteiner in Pama et aI, 1977). For Hollnsteiner, the procedure ofcommunity participation can
be planned in four stages. These stages are: conceptualising the problem or defining issues, deciding
what is to be done, implementation of plans and evaluation.
As a way of trying to involve the community in the housing projects, the administrators of the
community (i.e.leaders, including tribal leaders), have to be given the opportunity to represent their
communities. This includes decision-making. But this system has been criticized in that it limits the
community members to have what they want. " Meetings between administrators and people
normally have the administrators deciding upon and laying out already defmed choices, and people
passively selecting from among these pre-defined alternatives "(Hellnsteiner in Pama et ai, 1977
p.1221). It is believed that the local people know how to conceptualize, decide, implement and
evaluate the way they want to live.
Having discussed the importance ofcommunity involvement in the projects, the necessary fact that
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the community needs to be involved in their problems, cannot be ignored. Problems are examined
on an ongoing basis and should be considered during the project planning. One of the major
problems with involving the community is that it is time-consuming. Hellnsteiner in Pama et al
(1977) has described it as' nerve-wrecking'. Another problem that has to be borne in mind is that
once people become conscious of their rights, they are more likely not to settle for less without
having an argument. Furthermore, the beneficiaries tend to concern themselves exclusively for their
own interests (Hellnsteiner in Parna et ai, 1977).
Nevertheless, community participation or involvement is to be understood soberly in terms of what
we defme as 'the community'. According to Hellnsteiner in Parna et al (1977), a community is
composed of different types of groupings. These groups would refer to ethnic groups, formal
employees, informal employees, married groups and single groups. Diverse as they are; their
interests have a great potential of being diverse. It is important for any developer to be conscious
of this.
3.5. IS RESEARCH THEREFORE A NECESSITY?
Responding to the sub topical question, the answer would be an empathic YES. As it was
mentioned before, the best kind of the research that can be adopted is the socio-anthropological
research. One anthropologist explains that the researcher has to spend some time in the community,
which will not only be about determining the needs and distributing information, but be more for





This chapter deals mainly with the overview ofthe area that was selected as a case study. The
research was categorized into three sections for data collection. This implies the subjects that
were involved during the study. The subjects were forty-three in all. They included forty
community members ofOshwashweni, two housing officials from the Department of Housing,
and community developers from KwesakwaMthethwa.
The study involved:
* some observations of the housing situation in the case study chosen i.e.
Oshwashweni
* getting opinions of the residents on their housing
* views on housing development in their context
* the impact of rural architecture on housing
4.2. OVERVIEW OF THE CASE STUDY
4.2.1. Why Oshwashwen i ?
4.2.1.1. Introduction
This section examines certain features both of the geographic and infrastructural features of
the selected area. Demographic and socio-economic conditions have been drawn on the basis
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of primary and secondary sources of information.
The area that was selected as a case study is known as Oshwashweni. This area was selected
because of its main features which relate most to the topic of the research. These features
include its rural nature, traditional / tribal leadership, traditional lifestyle and the lack of
development that was identified. Lack of development has been identified through the absence
of services like electricity, access to clean water, telephones, post office and also, the roads
are all dirt.
During the period of community entry i.e. when the researcher was learning more about the
community; it was identified that many women are housewives, with very little education
and have many children. Furthermore, the area is characterized by young boys and girls who
are school-leavers, and are not working.
4.3. OBSERVATIONAL DESCRIPTION
The area is flat, with distant mountains. It is very dry, and according to its residents, the area
has been attacked by droughts for many years. Due to its dryness, the land does not look
suitable for agricultural development. Such that there are very few households who have ploughed.
This therefore makes one wonder if strategies like agrivillages can be suitable for such
areas.
The area IS surrounded by Empangeni, Mtubatuba and Richards Bay which are the nearest
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towns. Few people from Oshwashweni are working in these towns. The availability of these
towns was seen to create a link between the urban and rural areas. This therefore allows
people from rural areas to enjoy the benefits of urbanized areas.
4.3.1. Topography
The topography ofthe area was considered in relation to agricultural capabilities. The area looks
very dry and was reported by the residents as having been the victim of drought for the past
two years. Agricultural production can therefore be said to be risky. According to the Rural
Development Services, areas which are attacked by dryness cannot be recommended as a
commercial proposition. Rather, what has been recommended for such areas is planting crops
for local consumption. However, commercial farmers can be able to store water for irrigation as
they can afford, while subsistence farmers cannot take risks as they have no capital to store water.
4.4. TRIBAL STRUCTURE
The Oshwashweni area belongs to the tribal authority of Inkosi Mbusowabathethwa
Mthethwa. The tribal structure of KwaMthethwa is as follows :-
KwaMthethwa Tribe (led by chiefMthethwa)
43 villages constituting the tribe ( led by izinduna)
Wards ( each village has a number of wards )
Encotsheni ( village with five wards)




There are about 157 schools in the whole area under inkosi uMthethwa. This includes
primary, secondary and high schools available in the whole tribal area.
4.5.2. Dondotha Village
This is one ofthe villages within the tribe of Mthethwa where development has been initiated.
It is a good example of development within the rural context.




*Arts and Craft workshop
*Dam ( stilI under construction)
*Creche and Day-care building
*Taxi rank









Housing standards refer to the planning of the area ofOshwashweni which has been determined
through density, construction/building standards and other things like information on house
building. This was done through observation by the researcher.
It was identified that houses are sparsely distributed and schools are scattered randomly
around the area. Most houses lack hygiene in terms of the modern housing standards. As it has
been mentioned before, the area is characterized by traditional houses which are identified
through their architecture and building material. Most of the houses are built of traditional
material, mainly stones, mud, grass and poles. Thus, the majority of the houses or homes are
of poor quality, small in size and are apparently about to disintegrate. There are few improved
houses. These are the houses that have been built out of concrete blocks and tiles. This was
an indication through observation, that housing development is one of the needs that has to
be attended to. A diagrammatic illustration of the housing situation has been designed and it will
clarify the identified major type and quality of housing in the area (Diagram 2 p.76).
The main problem with rural houses is their quality. This involves the houses' ability to provide
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adequate protection against rain, wind and cold, and also viewed in tenns ofthe services the houses
can provide, such as sanitary, cooking and lighting facilities. Therefore, the durability of a house
is important.
The durability ofhouses from the case study could be identified on the basis ofthe building material
used. Some of the houses were built on traditional style which is mud-brick and thatching grass.
These structures are usually square, hexagonal and some may be plastered with cement. On average,
these houses have small windows and floors cleaned with cow dung. Roofing the houses is done
by gathered or bought thatch grass. The major problem with this type ofroofing is that it has to be
renewed frequently. Otherwise, this roofing system would be the cheapest.
Another type ofhouse identified from the case study was built ofmud-brick and cement. The quality
ofthe second category was mostly improved, for example with bigger windows and plastered floors.
This type ofhouse is advantageous in that gutters can be installed on the roof and thereby making
possible for people to store rainwater. Furthennore, compared to the first type ofhouses, here the
durability ofthe house is increased. It can therefore be said that houses roofed with on corrugated
iron play an extra role in rainy seasons in that they enable households to have clean water and thus
do not travel a lot on rainy days.
It can be argued then that housing development in the rural areas would have to be based on
infrastructural development and a supply of building material used like concrete blocks and
corrugated iron. Such development can have impact on social, economic, and environmental factors.
Socially, it can result in an increase in the provision of security to the household, where for
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instance, fire risks are reduced. Economically, it could be that money to spend on purchasing grass
can be saved for corrugated iron. This is said in that charges for grass are also high. An
environmental factor would be that grass may not be available for example during droughts or very
dry seasons. Also that corrugated iron roofing has a potential to gather clean rain water for
household consumption.
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4.6.1. Summary of the quality of houses
The table above outlines the type of topstructures that are available in the area ofOshwashweni.
Houses that were identified belonged into two categories, that is, the traditional and formal type
ofhouse. Traditional type refers to houses built of traditional material, while the formal refers to
houses built on Western material and architecture. The types of houses have been looked at in
relation to material used. This determines the quality of a house in general. Furthermore, the
quality ofa house was used in predicting the estimations of income of households. The total score
was made to indicate the representation of a house type in the sample.
The type of a house can further be used to generalise the income level of the community; for
example the people who have managed to build formal houses can be regarded as those whose
income allows them to buy quality building materials and have a potential of being innovative in
building their houses. Families who only have used natural material to build their houses can be
regarded as those whose income level is low and cannot afford to buy quality building material.
Conclusion can then be drawn that the common or dominant type of houses in the area were
rondavels flats and beehives. Durable houses were very few. From the table, it is clear that about
89 % of the households have houses built on traditional material i.e. wattle, daub, mud blocks,
sticks and grass. Thus, indicates a poor quality of topstructures in the area and a need for housing
development. Space problem could also be identified, as most ofmost oftheir houses are small in
size. Some families owned only a rondavel, flat and a beehive totaling three rooms. Considering that
the results of the study indicate overpopulation in many households, lack of space was identified.
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Another contributing factor to a large number of rondavels and beehives is religiously based.
The dominating religious group in the area is Shembe, and they only use rondaveIs and beehives for
their prayers. This is an important indicator of why indigenous architecture should be considered
for rural areas.
Finally, with reference to Figure 4 (p75), a hierarchy offorms of housing found in rural areas has
been identified. The diagram indicates a progress shift in house building forms have transfomed
in rural setting. It started with the beehive being the most dominant form of housing, and has
evolved to rondavels. The introduction ofsmall flat building (commonly in concrete blocks) would
be said to symbolise adoption ofmodern or Western form of building. The last category, which is
a big-house (multi-roomed) is regarded as an indicator ofrelative sophistication and likelihood to
'accept' change or planning. Thus, the prevalence of multi-roomed houses in rural areas is an
indicator of housing quality
4.7. POPULATION
The population of KwaMthethwa is about 62000. Complaints are that many people are dying
of AIDS, mainly the youth. Health services are inadequate, and those available are not
functioning well. From the Integrated Rural Development White Paper (June 1998), it has been
indicated that the 1998 statistics ofreported cases ofAIDS cases across the nine provinces, indicate
seriousness in KwaZulu !Natal. "Computer generated projections for the number ofpeople infected
with my In KwaZululNatal between 1991 and 2011 forecast a sharp escalation in the number of
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cases, with a peak occurring in the period between 2003 and 2007 "(p.3). Reviewing these statistics
is important with regards to policy formulation. This is because relevant services should be provided
in the rural areas, other than making provision to what will not be appropriate. For example, people
living with AIDS have to be provided with fresh water and mostly require plenty of it as they get
sick.
4.8. ACCESS TO LAND
All people who want to be citizens of KwaMthethwa are allocated plots I land by the induna.
The induna allocates land to the person, and thereafter make a report to the chief. The
'khonza'system is still applicable in the area. The application of the khonza system indicates
that the land is not owned by the people, but they can use it.
Each person allocated land is expected to pay a khonza fee (the amount was said to vary
with the wealth of the person). After payment has been done, the person receives a receipt
that has a Tribal Authority stamp. People who are outside the tribe of AbaThethwa do get
access of residing in the area. But the person coming to khonza must produce an official
letter that confirms that slhe has moved from somewhere and can be trusted to be one of
the residents.
Within the tribe of KwaMthethwa, there are cases where land is taken away from people.
One major reason for such action was said to be the case where a person is found guilty
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of witchcraft. Such people are not tolerated in the area. The cases of crime are dealt with
by the community or sometimes by the police.
When it comes to the issue of getting land, it was reported that gender is not a problem. It
is generally known that in most cases, women have been denied access to land. The woman
would only have land through her husband. At KwaMthethwa, women are allowed to have
their own plots, whether married or not. One therefore perceives the breakdown of one ofthe
major barriers of access to land, especially in rural areas.
4.9. MAJOR CULTURAL BELIEFS IN THE AREA.
Each and every tribe has its traditional beliefs to live by. The tribe of KwaMthethwa IS
characterized by the Zulu culture. These major cultural beliefs include the following:
- Each resident has to abide to the orders of the chief, which mainly come through izinduna.
- The major religious group in the area is Shembe.
- It is regarded as a cultural belief that houses should be separated i.e. not have a single
big house only. This belief is based on the idea that there should be a separate room for
boys and for girls.
One resident made a comment that as he is the father, he must not meet the boyfriend of
his daughter when he is visiting. He said that this should continue until he is officially known
to the family. He then criticized the idea of a big house and said it is not culturally suitable.
Such comments are then important to consider, especially when it comes to considering rural
architecture. As it has been mentioned before, house structures do impact the maintenance of
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communal identity and values.
4.10. COMMUNITY FACILITIES AT OSHWASHWENI WARD
Community facilities involve public facilities such as clinics, post office, refuse collection, and
schools. Other services to communities would be water and electricity. It is generally known
that the availability of such facilities in communities is a sign of development. In most cases,
if not all, such development is brought by the government.
From the sample of Oshwashweni, the respondents indicated great expectations towards the
government for the provision of such facilities. For example, there is no clinic available.
People have to take a bus to a clinic which is reported to have problems and is frequently
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CHAPTER FIVE: DATA ANALYSIS
5.1. COMMUNITY RESPONDENTS
This section looks at the responses to the questionnaire set by the researcher. As mentioned
before, the questionnaires were categorized and the analysis was made per category. Thereafter,
general and specific conclusions have been drawn.
5.2. THE RESEARCH PROCESS
The research was undertaken over a four-week period. But some of the days were wasted
waiting for the authorities and officials that were to be interviewed who failed to keep their
commitments. Some ofthe time was also spent at Ulundi, where the head-office is located. Getting
hold of the authorities was not easy, though prior appointments had been made.
The sample for this study amounted to about 2.3% of the selected ward. The subjects were
randomly selected. In certain households where there were no elderly people, the researcher
proceeded to the neighbouring house /homes. The reason was that the researcher understood that
youngsters would not be infonned on questions that were to be asked. For interviews, the
researcher had planned to use a tape recorder. However, this could not be practiced, especially
with community members. The researcher made test interviews and discovered that three people
were suspicious rose when the tape was used. When asked about their feelings towards using the
recorder, two of them said that they were not comfortable. They suspected that their responses
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would be broadcast somewhere without their knowledge.
Due to the insecurity that was identified among community members, the researcher
decided to abandon using the recorder. This was important so as to enable the respondents
to express themselves freely during interviews. It was important for the researcher to consider
anything that might threaten the subjects (especially the community members). One of the
important factors that the researcher was cautious about, was the influence of the background
and traditional beliefs.
5.3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The background information entails a brief profile of the subjects that were interviewed.
5.3.1. Table 1: Gender
FEMALES MALES
Table I indicates that most of the subjects that were interviewed were females. This can be
an indication that some ofthe families are headed by women, that men work far from their
homes or they were in their informal gatherings during the day.
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5.3.2. Table 2: Period of Residence
PERIOD 5 - 10 years 10 - 20 years 20 - 40 years
TOTAL 13 15 12
The majority ofthe subjects are shown to be residents who have lived in the area for more
than ten years. It could thus be assumed that most of them are informed about the housing
situation of the area. This would include housing problems and developments in the area.
5.3.3. Table 3: Number of Family Members
Members 2 - 5 5 - 7 7 -10 10 - 15 15 - 20
Total 2 4 13 13 8
From the Table, it is clear that most of the families are large in terms of membership and
are assumed to be extended families. In about 60 % ofthe sample family members are more
than five but less than twenty. Such information is important when one considers the type,
quality and especially the size of the topstructures.
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5.3.4. Table 4: Breadwinners and Other Sources of Income
Source of None Only One 2-3 Temporally Pension
mcome employed employed employed employment
Total 6 6 8 14 6
Table 4 shows the best possible sources of income of the subjects. Unemployment facing the
rural areas is the major source of poverty. Many people at Oshwashweni are pensioners,
housewives, and young people who are school-leavers and unemployed. Poor income distribution
in the rural areas reduces people's ability to make savings for further investment. Thus, life in the
rural areas is rather based on environment for their survival. This is said in a sense that people have
to collect wood for their cooking and fetch water form the river. Also, they are very dependant
natural plants for their traditional medicine. However, what is of benefit to people can have a
negative effect on the nature itselfas it might lead to environmental degradation, thus making the
area unattractive.
5.3.5. Family Structure
During the study, it was identified that within the families that the older people are living with
their children and grandchildren or even their relatives. It was also identified that in the
bigger families, children are mostly those of the unmarried daughters. Some of their
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daughters are the ones who have more children than others in the family. In one example a
sister to the husband came to live together with her five children. Her sister-in-law also had
four children. According to them, living together was to support one another, since none
were formally employed.
5.3.6. Table 5: Salary Estimation - per month
Amount Estimation R 200 - R 500 R500 - R 1000 No Response
Total 18 12 10
The salary estimations that were received during the interviews reflected that nearly halfof
the people receive an income which is not more than R 500 a month. This indicates that they
were working in the informal sector. It is a general feeling for people to believe that every
survey made on income is related to tax. Such feelings result in many people underestimating
their incomes, and this could be identified during the study. Another problem that was
observed is that people with low income or in temporary jobs were uncertain about the
amount they receive on average. In this case, the level of education could be identified as the




The informal sector in this case refers to the area of economic activity which is characterized
by very small businesses e.g. family or one person. These are usually unlicenced and
unregistered. The examples of an informal sector are trading on streets of Empangeni, casual
labour or buying and selling at a marginal profit. From the research sample such examples
were identified which include market trading, doing laundry in the neighbourhood, being hired
to fix houses or make repairs and selling snacks in schools.
5.3.7. Affordability Towards House Building
From the sample, it was indicated that most people can only afford the basic necessities with
the little amount which they receive. It thus meant that they cannot afford building formal
houses which according to the responses should be the ones made of concrete blocks.
According to some literature reviewed, the key to housing investment is the availability of
tenure. This is said in a sense that people get confidence to add value to their houses when
they know that their investment will not be wasted. The case ofOshwashweni is different because
all land belongs to the chief, and people use it under the 'khonza' fee. However, there are
homes that have been built with more durable material.
Housing improvement or house-building does not only require the availability of land, but also
involves building materials and the construction procedure as a whole. All these are based on the
question ofaffordability at an individual level. According to Herlihy & Associates, the cost of
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building material is based on the quality, value added to profit making and its transportation to the
site. As a way ofreducing the cost ofbuilding materials, the availability ofa local supplier becomes
significant. Furthermore, the already available sources ofraw materials, manufacturing ofequipment
and distribution means can be considered in providing material for rural housing development. Use
ofnatural resources would mean the collection ofbundles ofthatching grass from the bush, building
blocks and the nearby rivers can be a resource for coarse sand where only thus requiring one only
to buy cement to set up a blockyard. In this case, labour would not need to be paid as they family
members and neighbours may be available.
Using existing raw material for building has always been a way ofbuilding for most traditional rural
homes. Utilisation could avoid imposing a new lifestyle on the communities. Experts or
professionals to help rural communities can provide some insight in improving on what they already
have or a way of improving local industry.
5.3.7.1. Table 6: House Construction
BUILDING OF A HOUSE Built At Once Built On Stages
TOTAL 12 28
From the responses of subjects and from observation, it is apparent that most of the well-built
houses belong to those who are formally employed. The statistics showed that 70 % of the
sample had to build whenever they get money to purchase some building material. It was
reported that the procedure they use is, for example to buy corrugated iron, then some blocks
later. Such information is important as it clearly proves that housing is not just a product, but it is
a process.
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It was also reported that some of the people in the area have well-built houses due to
subsidies they receive from their areas of emploYment. However, no respondents from the
sample were assisted by a subsidy. This information was acquired from a community member.
What could be noted is that even the homes that have been built in the modem style, a
traditional house is always there ( i.e. a rondavel). This was observed and identified as a way
in which the residents maintain their African home. It is important that what communities
treasure most, like maintaining culture, be recognized at a governmental level or the field of
housing as such. The way in which people who belong to the Shembe religion are supposed to
conduct their prayers, could be one example. They have to pray in a circular room.
5.3.8. Housing Costs and People's Income
The fact that there is no rural housing subsidy means that even if people are in need of
housing, they have to take something out of their pockets. It has become clear from the case
study that the levels of income are another major determinants of success in building a house.
Inspite of the quality, the existing housing stock is with a considerable amount of money.
During the study, the majority of the respondents had housing as the first priority. About
88 % ofthe respondents reported that out oftheir monthly or weekly income, they put aside
some money to buy one or two building materials, for example, buying one packet of cement.
5.4. FORMATION OF COMMUNITY TRUSTS IN RURAL AREAS
The Department of Land Affairs has considered a strategy through which tribal communities can
be able to assist themselves in raising funds to house themselves. This strategy is the formation
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of Community Trusts. In relation to the rural housing policy, will have to be considered, as one
of the possibilities towards rural housing funding.
It is reported that these community trusts are designed to be a vehicle which will protect contents
and the beneficiaries ofthe contents. It is further reported that a trust is controlled and operated by
a constitution. The Housing Department needs to be involved in this initiative.
As indicated in the hypothesis, rural housing development requires diverse creative strategies. Thus,
the availability of trusts will play a crucial part when it comes to land tenure. Whenever the tribal
trust has been formed within a community, all rights to land are then transferred into the name of
respective tribal trust, provided the requirements of legislation are met.
Another important role played by the formation of trusts is that they will be designed with the
retention oftribal land, the right to a traditional way oflife and the upliftment and empowerment of
its community as their core objectives. Therefore, tribal trusts can enable tribal communities to
legitimately secure funds for housing development.
5.5. HOUSING IN THE AREA
One ofthe questions asked the subjects to express their feelings towards the housing situation
in the area with a focus on physical structure. In this case the researcher wanted to identifY
the housing situation in the area through the eyes of the respondents. One of the things that
was considered was the style of housing in the area. This included efforts to identifY the
value that community members place on their current styles of housing.
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When subjects were asked about the housing in the area, about 99 % of them reported to
be dissatisfied. Their preferences were houses built on concrete blocks, other than the traditional
material which is mainly wattle and daub. What was identified as motivating people to go for
concrete-built houses, is that wattle and daub houses are weak and require ongoing maintenance.
During the interviews, subjects were asked about the intervention ofthe government. They
were asked if they witnessed any development brought to the area by the government. About
98 % of the responses were negative. With regards to expectations from the government,
100 % of the respondents said they are expecting the government to assist them.
Theirnportant thing that was asked is their preferred form of assistance from the government.
Eighty percent of the sample preferred the government provide them with houses and services,
other than giving them a cash amount. Many respondents expressed their fears that for
community members to receive cash may lead to the risk of abuse. They believe that, the process
of subsidizing individuals should be transparent and equally accessible to all.
Due to the system ofextended families that exist in most families in the rural areas, overcrowding is
inevitable. Overcrowding can be identified through the number of houses (huts) available and the
number of household members occupying them. Also, the huts available have particular purposes.
For example, there are huts for cooking (ixhiba) and ilawu (hut for boys). Overcrowding is
perpetuated by population growth within the rural areas. It can therefore be said that household size




The question of infrastructure covered the road condition, access to water and electricity. The
actual provision of infrastructure is only the beginning, but it is important to consider how services
are going to be maintained.
5.5.1.1. Roads
All the respondents complained that the road situation is very poor with dirt roads. These
problems are compounded when the road becomes very muddy when it is raining thereby
restraining movement. In addition to that, the buses (which is the main transport service in the
area), are not able to travel well after rains. This results in people being dropped by the
buses far from their residences. A tarred road was the common suggestion of the subjects but
bound to be far too expensive.
Another road related problem that was observed is that there is only one major road, and the
are no clear access roads. Thirty percent ofthe respondents stay far from the major road. They
complained that they always have problems with transport. There are two families who reported
that they are thinking of destroying their houses to move closer to the major road.
The people believed that moving to the roadside will reduce their walking distances, as they also
walk long distances to fetch water as well as firewood from the forest. This problem was said
to even affecting the school children who travel from school by bus, and who have to fulfil the
duties of the house in the afternoon. The problem of being far from the roads could be resolved
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by applying the densification pattern.
5.5.1.2. Electricity
The ward ofOshwashweni was reported to have very few homes with electricity connected.
About 4 % of the subjects interviewed had electricity connected in their homes. The type of
electricity available at present is the meter type. It was reported by those who have electricity
that they had to pay an amount of R 2 000 for electricity prior to connection.
There was an indication of dissatisfaction on the type of electricity that they were gIven.
Ninety-four percent of the respondents preferred the prepaid card system, including those who
already have electricity connected.
Problems related to the layout of the area that affected the connection of electricity were
identified. It was reported that there were some families who were willing to have electricity
connected, but the problem was that they live far from the major road. They were then told
to pay an additional amount above the R2 000 which was already difficult for them.
The efficient layout in rural areas is therefore one of the major issues that requires attention,
with special reference to housing development in the area. Because it may not be simple to
forcefully move people where they have already built. The subsidy residual could be used as an
incentive to move, thus achieving better planning in the rural areas. The services must be provided
in a concentrated area to be affordable and also act as an inducement for densification.
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There were two mam sources of water that were identified; the river and the waterpump.
Seventy percent of the sample reported to be using the pump for water collection. The
problem is that there is only one pump supplying a large population. Women and children have
to walk long distances to fetch water from the pump.
The pump was also reported to have its own problems in that, sometimes it is vandalized by the
boys from the area, and it usually takes a long time to fix. The river was also reported to have
problems in that it is also used by the cows for drinking. When the cows had come to drink,
people would find the water dirty and therefore cannot be used for drinking and the water is
vulnerable to contamination and this would include diseases like cholera. When the pump IS
broken, long queues are formed and water from the river sometimes gets finished.
Water requirements, can be categorized into two i.e. the need and the usage of water also, how
water supply should be met. Water needs are then to be considered in a way that determines
the actual requirements. On that basis, a new system of supply can be designed. Water
consumption is difficult to estimate due to traditional multi-use. Some of the people for example use
it for cooking or washing and then throw it over the garden, especially in rural areas where
agriculture is still practiced.
Each person uses an amount ofapproximately 15 litres per day including drinking, bathing and
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washing clothes in rural areas. The amount ofwater consumed per day also depends on the number
of members from each household. Water consumption in the rural areas is also determined by the
water containers each household owns, especially in regards to quantity. In some rural settings, there
is an allocation policy where people receive an equal amount of water.
About 80 % ofthe respondents reported that they are not satisfied with the quality ofwater form the
pump. It was reported that the water is salty, however they have got used to it. This was also
witnessed by the researcher. The unsatisfactory quality of water can also affect the health of
community members.
5.5.1.4. Communication Systems
The community ofOshwashweni does not have access to postal services and telephones. In order to
have access to these, the community members need a bus fare to reach Dondotha or Empangeni.
5.5.2. Transport
The availability of transport services is important in that it allows the community to have access to
their basic needs. Transport can therefore be regarded as a basic need on its own. From the area of
Oshwashweni, it was identified that scholars have to use one timely bus for them to reach schools, also
those who go to clinics and to town. The problem of transport facilities can also be solved, when
the road situation is improved in the area. It was reported that taxis cannot operate in the area
because of the road situation, as it is a built up gravel road. Thus, the provision of good and all-
weather type roads is essential, especially to the best interest of the beneficiaries.
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5.5.3. Health Facilities
99% of the respondents complained on not having physical access to health services. There are no
mobile clinics reported to be servicing the area. The nearest clinics are at Dondotha, which is about
25 kilometers away. The services ofthe clinics were reported to be unsatisfactory due to a shortage
of staff, equipment and medicine. Sometimes, the clinics render no services as the staff is forced to
close them down due to conditions beyond their control.
5.5.4. Sanitation Services
Looking at sanitation services; refuse disposal and toilets were considered. Through observation,
99 % of the toilets were of poor standard. Their toilets are not well built, some are already full and
untidy. Most of the households at Oshwashweni have toilets which are not good for health and
unsafe for children to use, without proper supervision of adult.
There are no refuse collection services available in the area. Rubbish is thrown on open spaces. There
are a few families who have dug rubbish pits to throw in. Such conditions put the health status of
communities at stake as they may be exposed to germs.
5.6. INFORMATION FROM THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPERS
It should be noted that the researcher was not aware that there were community developers
available in the case study. Thus, there was no questionnaire that was designed for them. But
the researcher thought it would be a necessity to have their views, as they are the key people
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in any development in the area. Furthennore, they play a role of being the mediators between the
KwaMthethwa tribe and the government. It is also believed that through research done in the
area, they can be the responsible persons in any development that may be undertaken. These
developers are known as the Development Steering Committee.
The researcher had an opportunity to speak to the chairperson of the committee. She reported
that the committee was elected by the tribal community ofKwaMthethwa at a mass meeting.
There are no specific terms ofoffice as long as the present members are still functioning well in
their positions. The committee is said to be working hand in hand with MbusowabaThethwa
Mthethwa, the acting-chief ofthe area.
5.6.1. The Process of Development
The chairperson reported that as the tribal area has 43 wards, it is impossible to bring
development to all of them at once. Also, this committee has been in existence for the past
three years. The ftrst development projects that have been successful have been implemented
at Dondotha ward, the one that has been looked at in the overview of the area.
According to the chairperson, the major role of the committee is to act as a conduct between
the government and the community, i.e. making needs ofthe tribe known to the government. The
procedure that was followed in bringing development in the Dondotha ward, began with the
committee inviting different ministers to come and visit the area. Their aim of inviting the
ministers was that they may see for themselves what the community needed.
After the area had been observed by the ministers, they identifted and confirmed the needs of
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the community and the need for development. As a form of initiative, land mapping and
surveying was done. Thereafter, identified projects were implemented. These are the projects that
have been listed under the information of Dondotha Village.
5.6.2. Other Governmental Intervention
The chairperson also reported that besides the development that they have initiated, the
government has announced that there will be housing subsidies available to rural areas. During
the time of interview, it was reported that no one has ever had access to the subsidy. An amount
of R 15000 was promised to people in rural areas. One of the problems that was identified is that
people do not know how and where to collect application forms. This has a potential of
decreasing hope towards the government.
The community was told about the housing subsidy. But it was not stated who were eligible.
This demonstrates the need for community education on social matters.
5.7. TASKS UNDERTAKEN IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
The Department of Housing, whose office is located at Ulund~ is mainly responsible for housing
development in the Northern Region of KwaZulu/Natal. Their main target areas are the rural
areas, that is, the tribal and non-tribal areas. It was reported that they bring development to rural
areas through projects, where they work with different developers.
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5.7.1. Existing Rural Housing Projects
It was reported that there are many rural project proposals that have been made in vanous
areas of KwaZululNatal, including the areas under the authority of the Amakhosi. However, there
are no projects implemented as yet.
5.7.2. The Existing Housing Policy
According to the Director, the housing policy that is being worked on is not ofa national nature.
The reason being that the housing problems in the rural areas vary from place to place.
5.7.3. The Department's Relationship To The Amakhosi
The Department is able to work with the tribal authorities through the Department of
Traditional Affairs. The chiefs are then working with the government through the Traditional
Affairs Department.
5.7.4. Provision Of Services In Rural Communities
The Regional Council was reported to be the one that is responsible for the provision of services
like water and electricity at present. The issue of land allocation is in the hands of the
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Ingonyama Trust.
5.7.5. Procedure of Project Implementation
The Housing Director reported that there is a model that has been adopted for the implementation
ofthe projects. This model is known as the Prioritised Model. The model is said to be based on
the idea that the needs of rural communities should be provided according to their priorities. It
therefore means that the projects will be implemented depending on the needs of a particular
community other than making general assumptions on their needs. This is due to the limited funds.
5.7.6. Importance Of Rural Architecture
Concerning the impact of rural architecture on people's lives, the Department considers it as a
national norm and it is higWy respected. The problem reported to be encountered by the
Department of Housing is that in most cases it is difficult to identifY the real preferences of
the rural communities. This confusion is caused by the fact that some of the members of rural
communities have adopted the Western style of building, though such individuals cannot
always be provided with topstructures, as it is done in the urban areas. It was acknowledged
that, for any development project to be implemented, community consultation will be ensured.
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This has been planned to be achieved through organising community workshops. It is important to
note that community consultation is one of the important tools of bringing development in the
communities. This is said in a sense that it encourages the community to be part of the
development. It enables developers to avoid implementing projects that would be left unused like
the precedent at Mhingaville.
Another important new option that has been adopted for housing development in the rural areas
is the People's Housing Process. In this strategy, people are given R16 000 that they may build for
themselves.
5.7.7. Use Of Traditional Material
This question was aimed at getting the views about the possibility of using traditional material
to develop rural areas. The aim was to get a better direction on developing the rural areas, while
maintaining their traditional nature. This related for example, to the use of grass for thatching.
According to the housing official whom the researcher talked to, such strategy has also been
looked at, but it could not be considered further. The problem was that there were many
negative consequences that were predicted, as compared to the positive ones. Problems with the
use of traditional material included the length oftime that they are likely to take. The use of
such material thus raises questions like: will the house built of traditional materials last? It
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could therefore be said that the use of traditional material is still in question.
5.8. TASKS UNDERTAKEN BY THE PROJECT MANAGERS
The importance oflooking at the duties of the project managers was to consider what could be
improved. Their tasks mainly include:
* receiving applications from the developers and then process them.
* Appointment of project evaluators
* Processing claim forms
5.8.1. Current Situation On Projects
Housing development in the rural areas (tribal areas included) is held back by the fact that the
KZN province is still working on the guidelines for the policy and its implementation. This has to be
approved by the Board, after having finalised everything. The length of this procedure was
reported to be unpredictable. The project manager assured the researcher that presently, the
People's Housing Process is the only strategy that is in operation in some of the rural areas. It
is believed to be a success.





The study was based on observation and interviewing. The importance of using observation
technique was to compare with other areas, especially urban areas. Observation was also
important for obtaining information that would not necessarily be asked from the subjects, while
interviewing had an advantage that the researcher could communicate well with the subjects. This is
because the interviews were conducted in Zulu, and the researcher was informed on values and norms.
From the literature reviewed, one of the major problems of housing development in most, ifnot
all rural areas, is the lack of security of tenure. The land rights are held by the chief, tribal
members have to obtain permission to use it. According to the findings of this study, no one
identified the issue of security of tenure as an obstacle towards developing their houses. In trying
to identifY ifsecurity oftenure was one ofthe problems, the researcher made an additional question
to 12 % of the sample.
Surprisingly, the subjects interviewed about access to land, reported to have no problem with
security of tenure. In fact, they do not understand that they have no land rights. Presumably, most
of them think that through the amount they pay to the induna, they are given the right to 'own'
the land. Lack of information was identified as the cause for people not knowing exactly
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what is happening around them.
Even though the findings have uncovered this situation in regard to security of tenure, the problem
it raises in rural areas cannot be rejected. Security of tenure may not be a problem to the
beneficiaries, but it is a problem to the Housing Act. The Housing Board may only develop the land
that has an acceptable form of security of tenure. A community gaining procedure was designed by
the Harber & Associates (1999) which enhances knowledge on housing development, while at the
same time encourages community involvement on the levels of service ( example of the model is
attached in Appendix Ill).
Briefly, this model includes making a basic model of the area to be developed, and what alternatives
could be delivered to the beneficiaries, allowing then to decide on the level of services. Cost
estimations are made of all the options that could be provided. What can be highlighted about this
model is that during its demonstration, the people bargain and agree on their own standards. They learn
that "implementation would be a process, and not an end product" (Harber & Associates, 1999). The
community may also agree on alternative forms of tenure. The model then allows both the developer
and the beneficiaries to work through.
The conclusion would then be that the issue of right to land ownership within the tribal context, is
perceived to be more of a problem to the outsiders than to the members of the community.
This conclusion is based on the fmdings of this study. The need for a policy that will address
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the housing needs in the rural areas in this case is based on the belief or assumption that it
can be able to come up with or devise strategies that will ensure individual security of tenure.
On the other hand, the policy can improve the existing strategies like the P.T.O. for the benefit of
communities.
The findings of this study confirm the need for a different policy for rural areas through the
unusually high proportion of low-income levels of the community members. From the study, it has
been discovered that the majority within the tribal areas are not working. Some survive on pension
or disability grants. In the cases where there are one or two people working, the income is
insufficient to provide even their basic needs. This situation is indicated by the overcrowding that
was identified in most of the households.
It can therefore be concluded that the rural subsidies be drafted with considerations of poor
income levels of the beneficiaries. By so doing, the policy makers together with the developers
will be able, to identitY what type of services should be provided in such areas. Therefore, to
consider what type of services could be affordable in tribal areas is vital, especially for the
maintenance ofthe services. Strategies like the one designed by Harber & Associates (garning),can play
an important role in such cases.
The findings further indicated that most people believe to have a strong house only if it is built
of concrete blocks. As of now, the style or type of houses that is desirable in the tribal
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areas remams a question. People in tribal areas are still having different oplll1ons as to the
style of houses. But it should be noted that what could be causing confusion is that almost
all ofthem want to maintain their traditional styles of living, even through their homes / houses.
A functional infrastructure was identified as a need by all subjects interviewed. Their mam
concerns were access to water, improved roads, electricity and telephones. The policy formulated
will have to consider the geographical structure ofthe rural areas as such. This is important in
that at present, the layout of all rural areas makes it difficult to provide services like pipes for
water and electricity lines.
It can however be argued that all services do not have to be imported from outside. A photo voltaic
is one example that has successfully been used in the Eastern Cape. Also, water can locally be located,
pumped and stored. Roads can be maintained locally to generate income and services like phones would
not necessarily need wires.
It was reported with regards to the assistance given to the community by the government that, there
is nothing that has been done yet. The preference of the community was that the government be the
one who provides what they need, instead of people receiving cash amounts of which are
vulnerable to misuse. It can therefore be said that strategies like the People's Housing Process are
presently the best to adopt. This process also exposes people to various options towards
building a house.
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The People's Housing Process is based on the formulation of Tribal Trusts in order to control rural
housing development. The tribal trusts are believed to have a potential of securing land
from the chief on behalf of the tribe. The formulation of structures like the Tribal Trusts or
development committees should ensure maintenance ofthe relationship with the traditional leaders
so as to maintain the traditional culture of the tribe.
In concluding this study, there will also be review ofthe objectives that were set, to test whether they
have been achieved and how. One ofthe objectives was to identify possible strategies on which a rural
housing policy can be formulated. This objective was achieved through reviewing successful case
studies on rural housing development. Looking at international case studies also contributed. Possible
strategies that were identified included incorporating a holistic approach. This strategy was drawn from
the case ofBritain, where professional Town Planners and Surveyors came together in working towards
a rural policy.
Other strategies include the development of agricultural villages (agrivillages), where agricultural
development is the central concern. In this strategy, the availability of land, water and other
infrastructural services is a requirement. Development of Betterment Schemes is another strategy
towards rural development. It is based on the layout that allows distribution and access to services
within the rural setting as well as setting land aside for agriculture.
An Integrated Rural Development is another strategy, however, it does not specifically focus on
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housing. It focuses on a broader spectrum of rural development. Research and community
consultation through workshops, were other important strategies discussed. Harber and Associates
(1999), also designed a model known as the Interchangeable Model For Community Participation
which can be adopted when it comes to the provision of services and enhancing community
participation. The availability of these different strategies is an indication that rural housing
development is unlikely to be achieved by one strategy. It is an indication that working with rural
areas, more than skills, requires thinking and creativity.
The second objective was to consider proposals that have been made recently by the Department of
Housing. Part 11 of the National Housing Policy was examined. However, by the time ofthe study, it
was still open to recommendations. Nevertheless, it gave an indication on what the government has
proposed with regard to rural housing and the extent ofthe proposal. Security oftenure in tribal areas
together with the relationship between the government and tribal leaders, were the areas ofconcern.
The final objective was to challenge the role of Tribal Authorities, together with their procedures of
land allocation. It came out through literature that Tribal Authorities should be involved in the planning
and implementation ofprojects, also ensuring the availability ofland. The P.E.A.C.E. Foundation is one
example that enabled working with the Tribal Authorities.
It can be said that objectives set for this study were achieved. A large part of these objectives was
uncovered through a literature survey, while some evidence came from on-site observations.
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6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
Policy formulation first requires a thorough understanding of the context that has to be developed.
The multi-facet nature ofhousing needs in rural areas (including tribal areas) should be taken into
consideration. The integration of housing development strategies can also be considered in
formulating a rural housing policy.
The major recommendation emerging from this study is the process that can be followed in
bringing housing development in the rural tribal areas. Considering the complications underlying
housing development in rural areas, three stages are recommended. These would include an
analytical stage, proposal stage and development / implementation stage.
It can also be suggested that in formulating a rural housing policy, the provision of services be used
as an incentive. This could be done through the developer getting the p.T.a., and then develop that
piece of land. The land can consist of access roads, water, electricity or even a school. Therefore,
services will not be brought to people but, people will have to come to where services are. The
advantage of this strategy would be that rural areas would be consolidated and densified.
Furthermore, it can overcome the problem of being far from roads, as the survey indicated that
there are people who are moving closer to the major road due to problems they are failing to cope with.
Another suggestion is based on selecting the type ofdevelopers for rural areas. This would mean giving
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flrst priority to the kind ofdevelopers who have a delivery programme that favors local employment and
particular input to the community. An example of such developers would be the Homeless People's
Federation Scheme. Thus, development will not only focus on physical development, but also
interpersonal development.
The survey indicated that 56 % ofthe subjects interviewed were women, most ofwhom are heading the
families. Reasons include death ofthe husband, migration or husband moved to stay with another wife.
For some women, responsibility is on them because the husband is unemployed, but spends his time in
the daily informal gatherings drinking beer. It then becomes the burden of the wife to see how the
family is going to survive. For such reasons, it is then recommended that women be recognised as heads
ofthe households. This should begin at a govemmentallevel, even in the allocation ofsubsidy residual.
However, this is not meant to violate traditional norms. Final emphasis is on the adoption ofstrategies
like the Interchangeable Model For Community Participation. This is because such models encourage
community involvement in decision making during the process. Furthermore, it reduces chances of
delivering services which are not sanctioned by the beneficiaries.
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This questionnaire will be subdivided into two categories . The first part will be the
questions that will be asking the community members, including the authority structures
available in the area. The second category of questions \\ill be directed to the Local




1) Are you a resident of this place?
2) How long·· have been living in this place?
3) How many family members do you have?
4) Do you all live under one roof?
5) Who is / are the breadwinners in your family?
6) Can you give an estimation of the family income ')
7) How did you achieve building this home that you have now?
- How far was it for you to collect the material for building (like water) ')
- How much did you pay in the whole building of the house?
8) Are you satisfied with your home ?
If not ,what causes dissatisfaction?
If yes, what is it that enabled you to reach that level of satisfaction?
9) What is your opinion on the housing in this area ?
10) Is there anything you think should be done by the government, in relation to housing
people in rural areas ?
p
If yes; what type of assistance would be",prcferred '")
Also state the reasons.
Infrastructure
I) How is your road situation in this area ?
2) Would you mention the problems that you encounter with the roads?
3) How do you access water in this area ?
Are there any problems related to its supply 'J
4) Do you have electricity supply and telephones in this area?
5) Is there anything been attempted by the government in providing these services?
If yes, how far did it go ?
"
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE HOUSING OFFICIALS
1) Do you have any existing housing projects in your region?
2) Is there a policy that addresses housing needs in the· rural areas?
3) In tenns of access to land, how do you work with the Amakhosi ?
4) Is there any strategy / strategies proposed by your office towards implementing projects?
5) In all your projects, what is your attitude towards native or traditional architecture ')
6) When it comes to building material . what are your views towards its use III building
houses in the tribal areas ?









PROVINCE OF KWAZULU - NATAL
PERMISSION TO OCCUpy
(Issued under the KwaZulu Land Affairs (Permission to Occupy) Regulations 1994) as
amended and in terms of the KwaZulu-Natal Ingonyama Trust Board Res. No. 4 dated
5 October 1998 per fil e No. KN 8/5/11/16





area / district of :
as will appear from the attached sketch I plan
No.
for: Residential purposes.
The rights, powers, privileges, duties and obligations of the holder and any other person
lawfully acquiring any rights in or over the allotment, shall be determined and exercised
in accordance with such general and special conditions and with such rules. regulations


















CONDITIONS RELATING TO TIlE OCCUPATION OF ALL ALLOHlENTS HI.LD
UNDER A PERMISSION TO OCCUPY OR DEEMED TO BE SO HELD
The allotme:nt shall not, without prior permission in \\riting unda the hand of the Secretary be: used tor any pUJ1lOse: other
than that for \'ihich its occupation is authorised.
The Se:cretary or any person duly authorised by him. in ",Titing, m.ay at all re:lsonable times e:lter upon and inspect the
allotment and any buildings thereon for the purpose of ensuring compliance by the holder \\ith the re~ulations and any
conditions applicable or for determining or redetermining the boundaries of the allotment.
TIle right oi the holder in or to the allotment or any improvements thereon shall not be transferred, mortgaged, ceded.
le:lsed, sub-let or otherwise disposed oi except in accordance: \\ith such prior approval. in \\riting, and in such a manner
as is or may be lawfully prescribe:d.
Permission granted to occupy the allotment shall not convey ownership therein.
The rililits of the holder in or to the allotment shall not be liable 10 execution tor any debt other than a debl due under
a duly ~egistered mortgage bond or a debt due to the starutory body which has b«n gr.1nted administrative control of the
land.
The holder shall'pn;serve and maintain the be:lcons by which the allotrne:lt is detined and sha.ll be liable lor the cost of
re:lairin2 or rebuilding any such bc:acon which has become dilapichted or damaged, and for replacing, in such position
as' the S~cretJ.r\· directs, :lIW such beacon which has been demolished or lost or misplaced.. .
All roads and thoroughfares being or existing on or o\'er the allotment shall remain free and uninterrupted unless cloS<.'tl
or alte:-ed by competent authority.
This permission shall in no C:lSe not specially provided tor in the KwaZulu L:lI1u Alfairsl Pe:mission to Occupy)
Regulation or in any other law applicable to the land in question. e:ltitle the holder to compensation from the GO\'emme:H
or the Trust tor any improvements on such land; and such improvements shall. excepts as in the said Regulations or in
these conditions otherwise provide, upon the termination 01 the holder's rights in or to the allotment, or the cancellation
01 this permission to occupy, become the property of the said Trust without payment of compensation.
Any or all of the rights of the holder in or to the allotment may be suspended by the Go\'e:-:unent or Trust or such rights
may be terminated by the Government or Trust whenever in its opinion -
(a) such rights were granted in error,
(b) the land comprising such allotment or any portion thereof is required for the be:nelit of the State, the Trust or
the public.
This permission to occupy may in the manner provided in the KwaZulu Land AlTairs (Pe:-mission to Occupy)
Re~ulations, be cancelled -
(a) lfthe holder
• surrenders the allounent
has obtained it by fraud or misrepresentatio~
fails to comply with any of the conditions of such permission:
tails for two consecutive years 10 pay the rent. licence iees or any other moneys due in resJ:ecl of his
occupation of the allotment or any business conducted thereon;
(b) upon proof 10 the satisfaction of the said Minister that: -
• the allotment is no longer be:ing used for the purpose ofbona tide residence. or that it is being used
for any unauthorised purpose; or
the holder or any person in his employ is acting in any manner prejudicial to th~ interest of or
inconsistent with due allegiance 10 the Stale.
The.: follo\~ing activities only shall be conducted on the allotment: residential purposes.
TIle holder and such ofhis employees:lS may be: necessary to enable him to conduct his authorised residential purpos~
and their bona tide households may reside on the allotment. but this privilege may, at an\' time. be \\ithd.ra\\n on one
month·s notice. in writing, under the hand of the Secretary or his representative. without re.:ason assigned.
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PROCEDURE TO APPLY FOR A PERMISSION TO OCCUpy (P.T.0)
1. Source of the authority
1) Kwazulu Land Affairs Act N011 of 1992
2) Permission to occupy Regulations derived from the Act.
Prior to this it was Lt.o. Proclamation R.188 of 1969.
3) Resolution No 4 of 5 October 1998 of the Ingonyama Trust
Board
2. Procedure for obtaining a P.T.0.
(a) Identification of the site/piece of land after consultation with
the Induna/lnkosi of the area.
(b) seeking approval/consent of the local authority (traditional
authority) of the area where the site is.
(c) If approval is granted, the site is measured by the officials of
the Dept of Agriculture working in the area - after which form
annexures Band C. (Annexure B is a site inspection) should be
completed and signed by the official concerned and a
representative of the traditional authority.
(d) Over and above the Sketch map prepared by the Department
of Agriculture, another sketch map e.g. in 1:50,000 showing
exactly the position of the site in relation to the area.
(e) NOW the applicant/developer can submit these documents as
annexures to his/her covering letter of application for a P.T.O.
to the Department of Traditional and Environmental Affairs,
private Bag X31 Ulundl for consideration. Information which








The purpose for which the site is required.
(It is not enough to simply say tourism projects. Explain what
are they.
Capital - what capital has been set aside for the project/how
b~
the project will"funded.
what is. the estimated cost of the project?
What development plans does the developer have for the
project? (Developer to furnish concept plan, local plan and
project plan)
If the developer is a group of people. What are they? A Trust, a
Close corporation, a Co., and Association ete.
If the application is for a lease the proposed period of trle
lease should be stated.
The resolution/recommendation of the traditional authority
should also state the period of the lease recommended by
the traditional authority.
3. The application now goes to the Department of Traditional and
Environmental Affairs
1. The Department goes through application and check if there is
any additional particulars/clarity that may be required before
the application goes through.
(a) If there are queries or additional particulars which should
be cleared or attended to by the developer, the matter
is taken up with him/her.
r ,"
"
(b) If inputs from various Departments are deemed
. . .~
necessary the Department refers the application to those
for comments,
(Ii) If there is nothing serious to hold the application back, the
Department starts an internal process of issuing a P.T.G.
(Iii) If the size of the site is more than 5 hectares or the project is
above R500,OOO the Department prepares a memorandum to
the Ingonyama Trust Board to consider the application. If it is
approved the Dept then issues a p.T.a.
(Iv) If the application is for lease, irrespective of the size of the site
and the value of the project the application has to be
approved by the Ingonyama Trust Board.
3.1 Like in any other authority given, p.T.a. has certain conditions
reflected with overleaf which the holder of the P.T.G. must comply
with.
Some of those conditions are:
(I) The site should not be used for any other purpose other than
that which is stated in the p.T.a. except with prior approval in
writing from the Department or Ingonyama Trust Board,.
(Ii) The right of the holder shall not be transferred, mortgaged,
ceded, leased without prier approval of the Department oY
Ingonyama Trust Board.
(Iii) Permission to accupy the site may be cancelkd if the holder
.1
fails to comply with the conditions of the permission so
granted.
r
(IV) Where rental has to be paid the holder of the P.T.O. must
ensure that such rental is paid within a stipulated period.
3.2 In the case of applications for P.T.O.s for trading sites, once the
application has been approved by the· Department, a P.T.O. is not
. ~4t I" . I himmediately Issued an approva -In-pnnclp e. T e approval-in-
-! .
principle gives the applicant authority to develop the site and is
valid for 24 months. The applicant is issued with a P.T.O. upon
receipt of a notification from him or her that he/she has sl:arted
trading on the site and the calculation of rental Sl:ans from trle date
of commencement of trading on the site.
3.3 Tourism is seen as a business venture like shopping centres etc and it
is the opinion of the Department that unless the developer can
prove that he/she has the capital to start the business immediately
and has no problem in paying rental in advance within seven da15
from the date of the receipt of a P.T.O., the developer should also be
issued with an approval-in-principle if the application is approved.
The advantages of this are that
1. The developer will be forced to develop the site as soon
as possible before the approval expires.
2. The developer will not pay rental for the site within the
24 months period of the approval in principle until a
P.T.O. is issued. For many a times developers apply for a
P.T.O. but fail to pay the rental when asked to do so.






This rental is paid in advance, immediately a developer takes
occupation of the site.
3.4 There are also instances where people want to lease a site. The
procedures/steps are the same as that described above for a P.T.G.
except that a P.T.G. is not issued in this fnstance but a lease
agreement has to be drawn up and signed by a Lessor and a Lessee.
3.5 In drawing up a lease agreement there are certain principles of law
and formalities Which must be borne in mind.
3.6 Because the department does not have the capacity to draw up the
leases it has always asked the developer to do so and to bring the
draft document to the Department for consideration.
3.7 The document is discussed with the developer or the consultants
representing the developer"" Until the Department reaches an
agreement with the developer and thereafter sends the document




Interchangeable Model For Community Participation
FIGURE 3
Development As A Process





















• Withan extended family




~~.:. Ask your locai auchor!cy and Provincial Housing Board to prepare a ilsc of (l'v'ailable land,
r:~'''·.Obtain information or. cwr.ership. _~_,~ .._...
2' • Hold a meeting of landless peopl~ and crr co f:J~d ' .. _1iI!~~~
~~ .. ,. solutions. Form pressure groups and elec~ a e'JnlmlCree.
."'" Prepare a list of f03milies who are land!ess.
f''::








~:~~ The People's HOI.lS;ilg Pa!'[I~ers::iD T';';s~ (;;:-;PT)
~=
~4i;.; .. _ .
~S~( .,~..~;~.:~~; ::~~' :~ .. :;..:':~~::,-::~ .. " :. '.~ :':--.,. ~ '.
V)j9W.pafl.:·Y9:.~p:;cce~sland?
K;i~}.j}(~r\;~.i~~;·:/~::: :.: ':':'~" ::'~':.';:::,':;';:':. .' .
L~~_~\yidrctj.~ ,!o~l·a.u·dlo.~tY.ar.d.n.egcciace for': '.
;,i~-:" ~I: .:':~'.~:'..:.":.:';'):~'."t.':::-:":'~~":: <':~.< >.'';' ~:,' .~...~\:~.":::.;'} •. '. '.. •
e allocation 'ofland that has'been 'sec aside for
I·,r·;'·:··;~~.~:;'';·'''~;~_'·~·:>·/;r··~·r(.::~: :";'" ~ .. :~:~~?<;.:~~ ~:.~::.~{ .
iu~!ng~·I.11~)9~~i~a;~thori.tY-~.i.! ~h~f~ fl~e lisc of.
''":: ;.-' ~ =: ~:... ~~,.:...:. -·:<."t· :..~....\ ::~::. :;'.:'.: :........ ~..~.:>: :~ '.: ."::~ ~'~.:. '; .. '
l1!li,es cq·:~~~.~~lhe~:·y'()yrs.RuaHf( p:rr:~t. .
(,',' ;::~~:::~2i;j-:t~";[~f;~:::~"., ••,_,"
fyou're liVing on land chac you do not ovvn. ho\v can you establish
f the site is suitable?
lOUt who the owner is and ncgol:iaee (0 access or purcha~e ch~ !:.'Ind. HG:c a meeting in the communicy
nd Out" Whether everyone is Willing co s:ay in c~e sectlemcn~ 3:lG upg:-a:e it.
ea lisc of families who should form the community
the local authority or PHPT to help ;'ou find oue wllether the !2:1d is sui~2ble for bUilding.
-The tDT
• The orevious House Of Deie(ares, -
• The pre',ilol:S Hous·~ 8f Rerresc:1cJc:'"cs
• P~e\10CS ~ice ~:ld s~~vic~ $che:-:-:es
Il'-.JUJll"J'-.J
A pa~tlaliy serviced site has only scme of che services or a lower standard of
services, for example. one tap ..../hicn is shared by a nurnbe: of families or
ventilated i:nproved pit (Oilet instead ef Aushlng toilets,
If rhe site has beer. serviced bll anI,· of the fo;:owintd. it is a serviced sIte:
J I ~
----_._----------- --------- ["~~:;,.,~
6. \Vl1at is a serviced site?
A fully serviced Site prov'j'Jes' the family and cGmml!rii~y with:
• Jrinking Wiifer
• Sanit3cion ((Qi:e~ ono sewerage. cijspc:i2.ll
• Scorm wa~€r drJirage....
• ROods






t~OVV can your conllllunity mobilise [LSelf?
)rganise communiry' mee:i;.g of I.omeless Ca:llilies.l:w::e che ,,:ol.jndl:urs of the 2~ea cS we!l ~s cl,:: 2rQ?:iis2::0~S who
G~ -
1!Lbe able co provide support. This could be cm NGO, C~ll!iC~ group. loca( autro-:;... Ci m:-:e, ~rcviOL:~:\! ~.C:71~:I2S5
~~ . .
~Ie. Discuss how
?~ built your presem




)use. Elect a housing...
pporr committee










I t:'land belong to?
;V'har is a Support Organisation?
JpPOrt Organisation is ::3 legal enticy and dces me followmg:
I R:eceives and administers the subsidies:
I Helps the f-amiJies obcain (he land:
I Prr:\~d~~ technical. financial and admin:scrarive support
co ramllles buHding th~ir own homes.
up o~ families can fonn a legal entity and be aSl.lpport
1loSaOon. or find a legal encicy co act on [heir behalf.











-Iow do you transfer the land?
:ommittee meets the Suppcrt,Orgar.is.::cion ale 2Sks it to he:p ',',<[!~:
the cransfer of the land:
the application fa; a subsiC:y ITom ~:ie
Provincial Housim De'le!oDme:l~ SC2rc..... ,
uppo rt Orcr2nIS~t'IC"" ":>"0$ ... ~,~ ..... r'~ ··"r<:i,,,," Ole '('1'" 1~r:C' :r- r :-., • bud L... l\ ...... "c:.,-, "'"" .. .110.0 't.,'" ...... lw. ... C.C::: I to h ....
Salready serviced. the Su;:por: O:'gc::,isc:io:: Wo~:'-S cu. :r.e CO$[ er
!rvices and admin:strJt:cr" [~en ?~eOClres 2 prcje:t a~;Jli':;jcicr..
How do you share informa[ion?
~ someone from the People's Hcu~i:1g Pcri:ne~s::i~ T~L$C co f'2cilita~e 3 worksh()~ co share !nformac~on.
bllowing shoulc be discussed:
I. The types ofsubsidies al'':G hew much ~'0l: ~L:a;if; for,.
2. Differenc \vays co OL!iid chouse:
• Afamil>' on its o'rv:1:
.. A ramil,' helped by fr;e:t~~:
• Several families fori,ling re:;m5 c~G he!;:::r.g each oche; bw;ld:
• A family employing 3 builcer (Q bu:ld che house or par: of che
house,
3. The problems v;,hich you may have \.,·h':1l building your hcuses.
4. What support is availab!e for your proce5s of building.
IW do you apply for subsidies and establishnlent funds?
lmeone frOI'I' the Peoples Housing Parcnershp t'iJst to gJve awcrksh()p and Rgre\~ on \vhat support YOL: requ:re.ln\ice
I authOr1lY to attend this workshop. Agree on who should provide the support. Ask [he Support Organlsar.on co
~rOjeBCt applic3don by complecing the sC3r:dard form which i~ Q\ailable from the PrOvincial Housing A
I e!lC oard. You could reques~ suppor.: TraIT: the People'S HOLlSIf'lf P~rtI~e!'ship Trust LO cnl1"lplece che rCI'm V




11 U U ~ 11\J C'turLC J ____________· · · r"<;u,1i __
2. Who qualifies for asubsidy?
'Du can qualify for asubsidy if; .
• You are a South African Citizen or have 8 pernicnenc residen;:c p~rrr.i~:
• You are married or living 'Yvich a long-term partner:
• You are single. over 21 and have depend2n~s:
• Your household earns R3 SOOper mOnth or less:
.~.
- • You or your wife / husband I parLner have nee pre'/iolJs:y o'.mea oro;;ercv:
. '. You understand whac acomrac: means and the respor.sibili::' th2~ goes W~~!i It.
;:- HO\V nluch can you get?
R.1501 - iZ2 500 -- RlO 000
RO - ::\1500 ---- ;:\16000
.:•. If your household earr.s t:p co RJ 500 pe~ rr.o::th
you will gee Rl6 000.
~!, If household earns R1501 re R. 2 500 pr2r r.:or.ch
you will gee RIO 000.
• If household earns R2 501 (C) [\3 '500 pe:- month
'," you will get R5 500.
• The consolidated suosid:J is dif,erer.~:
, If household earns up to R.1 500 per :nc~ch
you 'rVlJl ge: R8 000.
1 family must complete its own su:>sidy applic3:ion
I and sub:-nit it to the Provincial Housing De\'e~op:nenl
d. The loc21 authority C2n assise wicl, chi~ process.
F~2 50! - R3 300 - K550C
Xlhen is your project approved?
'rovincial Housing Development Board
3pprove the project. subsidies ~nd
ishmenc funding. le \vill inform the S~ppor~
isation and (he community when approva~
(ed.
ou can scare building you~ houses .
..
. :,~ .
• c '. ~,
I L'-./l LL J 11\JU011"J'.-J lr\.Uct~
IS. What happens in a housing support centre?
• Information on building a house ca~ be obcained.
• A technical staff member will be available to advice you on plans. costs and good bUilding practice.
• A financial staff member will assist each family with checking the progress payments of subsidies
• Equipment is available for the community [0 make their own bricks.
• Families could obtain bUIlding equipmenc on loan.
• A secure place to store equipment and material is available.
• Offices can be set up to order and supply materials.
• Skills training and or.site bUilding training.
16. How can you design and
cost your Q\vn houses?
I
Invite the People's Hcusing P2::ne:shi;J Ir~si: .J
or the local auchori:y co fadic3ce a
community design ar:d costing workshop.
The purpose o~ che wor~hcp i3 :c erajie
each family co measure. ~:an. cra\v che:r
house to scale 2nd cest c~eir own ::e.s:;.:~.
The worr.shop cor:sisrs of exercises in
measuring. designing. building a cardbc2:d
model. building a life size mo':el. and
costing a pier.. At the e:-:c or (~e \vorks;-;cp
you will be able to d~aw :,cur Gwr: r,cl..;se ar.d work our (he COS:. T~:s piai': wi!i have re be slJb:-:1 ':,ec :0 t:~e loc;:!
authority for apprcva'. The SL.:?porc Orgar.;s2cion \VIII assise ,'ou co Ije this.
. . . . .
17,'-'Ho~ca,nyol.l"ensure dm your houses are safe and healthy?
Invite the Peoples Housing P3itnership Trusc or c~e local 2uthorir.y r.o give a worl-'.shoa where the cC'mmunil\' 2qreeS on. . . ). .' . ~
g\JldeJines. and rules which will ce followed during the bUilding process.
:8. How do you start building your O\Vn houses?
)n~e tile land has been transfe;red in~c rOUT n;:me and the project has been approved. scar: by c1e3~:iig :he si~e a~d
leclde where to pOSition the house or, [lie site. Make provision for soace to add on i:l the futu~e. C1ea. :he ae2 of all





nu U J ll~ UrL\Jr LL 0
~-
l[~19::~o,~~?'y,pu getthe mclney tobUY,!natyr!ap ..• ,.
:·"~c~ familY~usc ~pen a bank accour.c into w~ich the money can be paid. Alrtrna[ively. [he famiiycan make an
I agreeme'nr \vim me Support Organisacion for (he supplier co br' paid di~e·~tiy. The bookkeeper in che S1..~pl=orr
. centre can assist the family The money will be paid imo each fa i', :i1y's Cl,"' m[ in stage~. '
There will be 5 progress paymems:
• Paymem 1on completion of the digging o~ r~.e foundations and cicaril"lp. ",rl-,e si:,-?
• Payment 2 ?n C25[jng roundmions cnc floor si.:lb
., Payment~. when [he w~!is are bu::. up to wir:dol' ,';;Ight.
',.:~' payrjie~C:4y.;hen (he waHs are '::Llil: up to rcaf he.,)lt.
, :-.::PaYm~:n[ S';'n comp!erior. of [;1e rf)(:f.
: ~.'. ~ '.. ,":': - " -
" O~C:e,.thefarnily has comple:ed a sca~e. :~ shcL!ld 2sk tr.e S:.:pport Organisa~icn ~o 2!Tcr.ge for er; 1r.,'DeC'Yl.
. ·The money will be deposited i:l YO\2r cCl·Ol;~l. D~a'v""\Nnen you need and cIJtitinue v\~cn [~e tJilc:;n2
. . ." . .
." .. :......
20. \Vhen is the house compiere?
Complete >'our house and Qrra:-"gp. w~th the Suppo~~ OrganiS3tici: ::Oi a f!::2i OCCU03t:cr ::e~:Tc:lC
be giver. when the nCL:se is compie:1:c ccco~c:ng to (I;e ;Jlan w:licn yOL h21·~·e h2i1dec i:l,
-._, .
.,':.;
}.:,
......,
